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Chapter 1 

 

Economic and Social Rights of Internally 

Displaced Women and Children - 

Conceptual and Historical Perspective 

 

 
“I am most un happy that development projects displace tribal people 

from their habitat, especially as project authorities do not always take 

care to properly rehabilitate the affected population. But sometimes 

there is no alternative and we have to go ahead in the larger 

interest.”-- Indira Gandhi 1984 

 

A. An Overview 

 

Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) present the most compelling crises 

confronting the international humanitarian assistance community today. Each year 

the number of countries reporting internal displacement increases; the past few years 

have witnessed a change from large-scale refugee movements to increasing internal 

displacement.
1
 The enormity of the ever growing problem of IDPs surpasses human 

and financial resources available to mitigate suffering, which as is the case with 

refugees women and children bear the brunt. 

 

It has now been some fifteen years since the issue of internal displacement 

indelibly was placed on the international agenda and recognized as a legitimate 

matter of international concern. Since that time, awareness of the global crisis of 

internal displacement and of the plight of affected populations has grown. A 

normative framework for addressing the problem has been developed and its use is 

                                                
1
 Susanne Schmeidl, “Comparative trends in forced displacement: IDPs and refugees, 1964-96”. In 

“Internally Displaced People: A Global Survey”. Norwegian Refugee Council. London: Earthscan 
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being widely promoted at the national, regional and international levels. 

International humanitarian, human rights and development agencies have become 

increasingly engaged with the internally displaced, both at the policy level and in the 

field, and a UN office has been established to coordinate their efforts and ensure an 

effective international response. In a sign of the wide recognition it has attained, the 

issue of internal displacement now features regularly in international discourse, and 

not only in human rights and humanitarian circles but also in the debates of the UN 

Security Council.
2
 

 

The plight of IDPs is a problem that is not directly addressed by any 

international instrument, thereby contributing to the ad-hoc nature of the 

international community’s response to such crisis. The failure of the international 

community to address this problem may result in a threat to the internal stability of 

states, since those persons who are not assisted and ported in their own country often 

seek such assistance and protection as refugees in other countries. In doing so, they 

join the already swollen ranks of approximately 17 million refugees.
3
 

 

B. Defining The Internally Displaced Persons 

 

The two distinctive features of internal displacement are that movement is 

coerced or involuntary and that the populations affected remain within their national 

borders. The most widely used working definition of internally displaced persons, 

presented in a 1992 report of the secretary- general of the United Nations, identifies 

them as ‘persons who have been forced to flee their homes suddenly or 

unexpectedly in large numbers, as a result of armed conflict, internal strife, 

systematic violations of human rights or natural or man-made disasters, and who are 

within the territory of their own country.
4
 

 

                                                
2
 Erin Mooney, “The Concept Of Internal Displacement And The Case For Internally Displaced 

Persons As A Category Of Concern”, Refugee Survey Quarterly, Vol. 24, Issue 3, 2005,Pg. 9. 
3
 Report on Refugees, Displaced Persons and Returnees, Prepared by Mr. Jacques Cuenod, 

Consultant, UNESCOR, 2
nd

 Session, Annex, Provisional Agenda Item 12. UN. Doc. 

E/109/Add.1(1991). 
4
 Roberta Cohen and Francis M. Deng, “Masses in flight: the global crisis of internal displacement”, 

Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication data, 1998, Pg. 16. 
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Any attempt at defining the term ‘internally displaced persons’ throws up a 

number of complex, inter- related issues. One of the principal difficulties 

encountered in establishing a more systematic approach to the plight of internally 

displaced people is the debatable nature of the concept itself. If there is to be a 

special legal regime for IDP’s, then its beneficiaries would have to be clearly 

identified. Prof. Chimni comments that any definition would have to avoid the twin 

pitfalls of being overly broad or narrow. In the former place, practically anyone 

would qualify as an IDP. Some analysts limit the term to people who have left their 

usual place of residence in the context of large-scale movements, and in 

circumstances similar to those which create refugees. Others, however, tend to 

employ the concept in relation to all those people who have moved within their own 

country for reasons that are not entirely voluntary. This includes, for example, 

changes of residence induced by environmental and industrial disasters, as well as 

the forcible relocation and population distribution programmes which governments 

often employ to counter security threats and to implement large-scale development 

projects. 

 

Should all categories of IDP’s, irrespective of their cause of displacement, be 

beneficiaries of a separate legal framework or only those who are the victims of 

human rights violations? On the other hand, if the definition were overly narrow it 

may leave too many people outside the protection net. In that case, the very purpose 

of having a separate legal regime would be lost. A special regime would also need to 

address the question as to when an individual ceases to be a displaced person. 

 

There are many who question the advisability of creating a distinct legal 

category of ‘internally displaced persons’. Even assuming that a definition of the 

concept can be agreed upon, it would undoubtedly be difficult to apply in practice. A 

large proportion of the world’s internally displaced people, for example, are to be 

found in urban areas, where their situation is virtually indistinguishable from other 

rural-to-urban migrants. 

 

The definition of internal displacement generally excludes from its scope 

those situations in which people are obliged to move as a result of environmental 

disasters, development projects and infrastructural schemes. For although such 
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people often suffer from material and psychological hardship, they may also 

continue to benefit from the protection of the state, and may even receive some form 

of compensation from it.
5

 
  

 

In general, there is a strong case to be made for the argument that internally 

displaced people do not necessarily have to return to their original place of residence 

in order to find a solution to their plight, as long as they benefit from the protection 

of the state and are able to enjoy a satisfactory degree of physical, material and legal 

security in the location where they have settled. In South Africa, for example, the 

number of internally displaced people is said by some sources to be in the region of 

four million, although this total includes those who have been uprooted or relocated 

over a period of 30 years, many of whom are now fully settled and integrated in 

their place of residence. The concept of internally displaced people – which is 

problematic enough in any case – clearly loses even more of its value when used in 

this indiscriminate manner.
6

 
 Therefore, not all problems of the internally displaced 

are homogenous, and there is a need for their definite prioritisation with maximum 

attention being devoted to the most serious problems.  

 

At present, there is no internationally agreed definition of who is an 

internally displaced person. Achieving one is essential both for the development of 

accurate statistics and information and for comprehensive and coherent action.
7

 
 The 

UN’s current working definition of who is an IDP is phrased thus: 

 

“… persons who have been forced to flee their homes suddenly or unexpectedly in 

large numbers, as a result of armed conflict, internal strife, systematic violations of 

                                                
5
 Exceptions to this rule, however, are not very difficult to find. During the mid-1980s, for example, 

the Ethiopian government moved many thousands of people from the northern highlands to the south-

west of the country, employing varying degrees of coercion and inducement. Ostensibly introduced to 

remove people from an area afflicted by chronic problems of drought, famine and land degradation, 

this organised resettlement programme also served the purpose of depopulating an area inhabited by 

supporters of an armed opposition movement, the Tigray People’s Liberation Front. 
6
 US Committee for Refugees, World Refugee Survey 1992, Washington DC, 1995, p. 44. 

7
 R. Cohen, ‘Protecting the Internally Displaced’, World Refugee Survey 1996, US Committee for 

Refugees, Washington DC, 1996. 
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human rights or natural or man- made disasters, and who are within the territory of 

their own country.”
8

 
 

 

This definition has been described as both too broad and too narrow. 

Including victims of natural disasters is said to make it unduly broad. Persons 

fleeing armed conflict, internal strife, and systematic violations of human rights 

would, if they were able to cross a border, qualify as refugees both under the 

Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Convention and the Cartagena Declaration, 

and, arguably, in many cases, under the narrower definition of the Refugee 

Convention as well. But persons uprooted by natural disasters would not: they 

generally are not in need of international protection of their human rights. Moreover, 

their governments and the international community are usually willing- if not always 

able- to provide them with assistance. The argument for retaining them in the 

definition is based essentially on cases where governments respond to natural 

disasters by persecuting certain groups on political or ethnic grounds or by violating 

their human rights in other ways. For example, when drought and famine ravaged 

Ethiopia in the mid- 1980’s, the government forcibly relocated hundreds of 

thousands of Tigereans it regarded as political opponents, under the pretext of 

responding to a natural disaster. In other countries, persons have also been displaced 

because of a combination of natural causes and racial, social or political reasons. 

Maintaining natural disasters in the text, it is argued, would assure protection for 

such persons. 

 

A better solution, however, might be to qualify the term so that it covers 

cases involving human right violations and persecution but not all victims of natural 

disasters. 

 

The same reasoning would apply to man- made disasters, for example, 

ecological or nuclear disasters. Whereas displaced populations in many of these 

cases should readily receive assistance from their governments and/ or from the 

international community, other cases may be complicated by persecution and 

systematic violations of human rights or the need for international protection. It is 

                                                
8
 Analytical Report of the Secretary- General on Internally Displaced Persons, E/CN.4/1992/23, 14 

February 1992 para 17. 
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the latter cases that should be covered by the definition. The same would be true for 

development projects that cause displacement. 

 

The quantitative and time qualifiers in the definition, on the other hand, 

make it unduly narrow. Restricting the internally displaced to those forced to leave 

‘suddenly or unexpectedly in large numbers’ would exclude serious cases of internal 

displacement- such as in Colombia, where the displaced often flee in large numbers, 

making them less conspicuous; or in Iraq, where the government organised the 

uprooting of Kurds over a period of years in the late 1970’s, 1980s and early 

1990s.
9

 
 

 

The term ‘forced to flee’ is also narrow. Countless numbers in Burma, Iraq 

and Ethiopia have been forcibly moved by their governments on political and ethnic 

grounds: they did not flee. Nor did Bosnian Muslims forcibly expelled from their 

homes in Banja Luka and other areas of Bosnia on ethnic and religious grounds. 

Such persons should explicitly be included as internally displaced. 

 

The definition essentially should help identify persons who should be of 

concern to the international community because they are basically in refugee- like 

situations
10

 
 within their own countries, and their own governments are unwilling or 

unable to protect and assist them. Some development agencies have proposed 

expanding the definition to encompass those who migrate because of poverty or 

other economic causes. But this would add millions of persons to the definition who 

have not fled or been forced out from their homes and whose needs are best 

addressed by development programmes generated by national and international 

agencies. 

 

The internally displaced should be defined as persons or groups of persons 

who have been forced to flee, or leave, their homes or places of habitual residence as 

a result of armed conflict, internal strife and systematic violations of human rights, 

as well as natural or man- made disasters involving one or more of these elements, 

                                                
9
 Ibid. 

10
 Broadly defined as in the OAU Convention and the Cartagena Declaration as well as in the 

Refugee Convention. 
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and who have not crossed an internationally recognised State border. What should 

make internally displaced persons of concern to the international community should 

be the coercion that impels their movement, their subjection to human rights abuse 

as a result of this up rootedness, and the lack of protection available within their own 

countries. 

 

When an internally displaced person ceases to be displaced also needs 

clarification. Conventional wisdom would have it that the voluntary return of the 

displaced to their homes or their re- integration elsewhere marks the end of internal 

displacement. But if protection is largely lacking in these areas and their land and 

homes are occupied by others, can internal displacement be said to be over? In 

Angola, for example, groups of internally displaced persons voluntarily transported 

back to their home areas found that they could not remain there because all 

infrastructure had been destroyed and they had no means of sustaining themselves. 

The mere act of return therefore did not end their internal displacement. 

Determining when an internal displacement is ended should go beyond merely 

registering whether return or relocation has taken place. It should include whether 

the returns or relocations are reasonably viable and whether basic security and 

survival are assured. 

 

Two core elements of the concept of internal displacement were clear. One 

was the involuntary nature of the movement. Two, was the fact that such movement 

takes place within national borders – a criterion which distinguished the internally 

displaced from refugees who, according to international law, by definition are 

outside of their country.
11

 Beyond this, however, the parameters of the concept 

needed to be defined.  

 

A starting point was the working definition that had been put forth in 1992 

by the United Nations Secretary-General, which defined internally displaced persons 

as: 

“Persons or groups who have been forced to flee their homes suddenly or 

unexpectedly in large numbers, as a result of armed conflict, internal strife, 

                                                
11

 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (28 July 1951), Article 1. 
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systematic violations of human rights or natural or man-made disaster, and who are 

within the territory of their own country”.
12

 

 

This definition reflected a range of circumstances in which the core 

characteristics of internal displacement – involuntary movement within borders – 

could arise. In part, the causes listed were drawn from the broader refugee 

definitions used in Africa and Latin America that extend beyond the persecution 

criterion in the 1951 Refugee Convention to also encompass persons fleeing from 

armed conflict, internal strife and systematic violations of human rights.
13

 However, 

the definition went even further by including persons uprooted by natural disasters 

and human- made disasters. There had been many cases where floods, earthquakes 

and famine as well as human-made disasters, such as nuclear or chemical accidents, 

had uprooted populations, and it could not be discounted that these were also major 

causes of population displacement. A definition that was broad enough to take these 

other causes into account therefore was required.  

 

At the same time, the 1992 definition was determined to be too narrow in 

other respects, in particular its temporal and numerical criteria. To limit the IDP 

concept only to those who had fled their homes “suddenly or unexpectedly” 

overlooked that in a number of situations, such as in Burma, Ethiopia and Iraq, the 

displacement of populations was not a spontaneous event but an organized state 

policy implemented over years or even decades. Similarly, the criterion of being 

“forced to flee” would exclude all those situations where populations did not flee but 

were obliged to leave their homes, as for instance with the forced evictions of 

minorities during the war in Bosnia or, more recently in the summer of 2005, in 

Zimbabwe with the home demolitions and forced removal of more than half a 

million people. Also problematic was the notion of people fleeing “in large 

                                                
12

 United Nations Commission on Human Rights, Analytical Report of the Secretary-General on 

Internally Displaced Persons, UN Doc. E/CN.4/1992/23 (14 February 1992), para. 17. 
13

 Under the Organization of African Unity Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee 

Problems in Africa (1969), the term “refugee” encompasses the definition in the 1951 Refugee 

Convention and “every person who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or 

events seriously disturbing public order in either part or the whole of his country of origin or 

nationality, is compelled to leave his place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another 

place outside his country of origin or nationality.” In Latin America, the Cartagena Declaration on 

Refugees (1984) defines refugees as persons forced to move “because their lives, safety or freedom 

have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign aggression, internal conflicts, massive 

violations of human rights or circumstances which have seriously disturbed public order.” 
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numbers” as in reality many displaced fled in small groups or even on an individual 

basis. The definition eventually arrived at by the Representative of the Secretary- 

General therefore eliminated any requirements regarding time or the minimum 

number of persons affected. 

 

Several important nuances were introduced. In recognition that people could 

become internally displaced not only as a consequence of suffering the causes of 

displacement but also in anticipation of such effects, reference was made to people 

having fled “as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of”’ the causes liste  in the 

definition. As persons did not necessarily have a home, reference was also made to 

“habitual places of residence”. Finally, the criterion of being “within the territory of 

their own country” was altered to “who have not crossed an internationally 

recognized State border”, to reflect the possibility of sudden border changes, for 

instance as had occurred with the break-up of the former Yugoslavia and the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union. 

 

The definition that eventually emerged from the Representative’s 

deliberations is contained in the introduction to the Guiding Principles on Internal 

Displacement. The Principles, which were presented to the UN in 1998 have since 

gained wide recognition as an important tool and a standard for addressing internal 

displacement and are being used around the world by governments, the United 

Nations, regional bodies, non-governmental organizations and other actors. They 

define internally displaced persons as: 

 

“Persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to 

leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in 

order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, 

violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not 

crossed an internationally recognized State border”.
14

 

The various causes of internal displacement identified in the 1992 working 

definition all were retained. However, in recognition that internal displacement was 

                                                
14

 United Nations Commission on Human Rights, Report of the Representative of the Secretary-

General on Internally Displaced Persons: Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, UN doc. 

E/CN.4/1998/53/Add.2 (11 February 1998). 
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not necessarily limited to these causes alone, the definition in the Principles prefaces 

the list of causes with the qualifier “in particular” so as not to exclude the possibility 

of other situations that meet the key core criteria of involuntary movement within 

one’s country. 

 

In the deliberations leading to this definition, there were those who would 

have preferred to limit the IDP definition to persons subject to persecution or 

conflict, that is, to persons who would be considered refugees if they crossed a 

border. Early on, however, many non-governmental organizations had pointed out 

that to limit the IDP definition in this way ran the risk of formulating a definition 

that did ‘not accurately depict the variety of the root causes of displacement,’ among 

which were development projects and natural disasters.
15

 In the end, the ‘overriding 

opinion’ was that persons uprooted by natural and human made disasters or 

development projects were also displaced and in need of attention, not least because 

as experience had shown they too could be discriminated against and subject to 

human rights violations in the course of their displacement.
16

 

 

Even so, the decision to include these groups in the definition of IDPs has 

not yet been fully taken on board. Global statistics on internal displacement 

generally count only IDPs uprooted by conflict and human rights violations.
17

 

Moreover, a recent study has recommended that the IDP concept should be defined 

even more narrowly, to be limited to persons displaced by violence.
18

 

 

However, persons uprooted by natural disasters are also, factually speaking, 

internally displaced. They often also are in need of humanitarian assistance and, in 

                                                
15

 UNHCR, Oslo Declaration and Plan of Action, Recommendation 40, Partnership in Action 

(PARINAC) (June 1994), cited in Roberta Cohen and Francis M. Deng, “Masses in Flight: The 

Global Crisis of Internal Displacement” (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1998), p. 18. 
16

Roberta Cohen, “The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement: An Innovation in International 

Standard Setting,” Global Governance, Vol. 10 (2004), p. 466.  
17

Norwegian Refugee Council Global IDP Project, ‘IDP Estimates’ at 

http://www.idpproject.org/statistics. htm; U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants, ‘Internally 

Displaced Persons (as of December 31, 2004),’ World Refugee Survey 2005 (Washington, D.C.: 

USCRI, 2005), p. 12. 
18

 Stephen Castles and Nicholas Van Hear with Jo Boyden, Jason Hart, Christen Wolff and Paul 

Ryder, “Developing DFID’s Policy Approach to Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons”, 

Volume 1: Consultancy Report and Policy Recommendations, Oxford: Refugees Studies Centre, 

University of Oxford, February 2005, p. 12. 
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some cases, protection as well. The massive displacement crisis resulting from the 

December 2004 tsunami in Southeast Asia has helped to focus attention on the needs 

of these IDPs. It also has confirmed the relevance of bringing together under one 

definition the different scenarios in which internal displacement can arise. As the 

Representative of the Secretary-General on the Human Rights of Internally 

Displaced Persons, Walter Kälin, noted after visiting the tsunami-affected region 

‘persons forced to flee their homes share many common types of vulnerability 

regardless of the underlying reasons for their displacement.’
19

 Indeed, long before 

the devastating 2004 tsunami, governments in other regions have been among those 

highlighting disasters as a cause of internal displacement and an issue requiring 

greater attention.
20

 Moreover, it is noteworthy that the guidance issued to the UN’s 

Humanitarian and Resident Coordinators, who are responsible for ensuring an 

effective UN response to internal displacement in each affected country, recognizes 

that internal displacement results from a range of causes, and explicitly refers to 

“natural and human-made disasters”.
21

 

 

The lack of explicit mention of development in the IDP definition has 

sometimes led to confusion, including erroneous assertions that those displaced as a 

result of development projects are excluded from the Guiding Principles.
22

 

However, that the Guiding Principles were meant to also apply in situations of 

development is apparent from the content of the Principles themselves, which 

directly address displacement by development projects in Principle 6 and also draw 

                                                
19

 Walter Kalin, “Protection of Internally Displaced Persons in Situations of Natural Disasters: A 

Working Visit to Asia”, by the Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General on the Human 

Rights of Internally Displaced Persons, 27 February to 5 March 2005, Geneva: Office of the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2005, p. 9. 
20

 “Khartoum Declaration” adopted by the Ministerial Conference on Internally Displaced Persons 

in the IGAD Sub-Region, Appendix E in Conference on Internal Displacement in the IGAD Sub- 

Region: Report of the Experts Meeting, Khartoum, Sudan, 30 August-2 September 2003 

(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution SAIS Project on Internal Displacement, 2003), p. 5. 
21

 Supplementary Guidance to Humanitarian/Resident Coordinators on their Responsibilities in 

Relation to Internally Displaced Persons, para. 1. Reproduced in Annex B in Inter-Agency Standing 

Committee (IASC), Protection of Internally Displaced Persons, IASC Policy Paper Series, no. 2 

(New York: United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 2000), p. 

27. 
22

 John Borton, Margie Buchanan-Smith and Ralf Otto, “Learning from Evaluations of Support to 

Internally Displaced Persons”, IDP Synthesis Report: Final Report, (Ohain, Belgium: Channel 

Research, 2005), p. 31. 
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upon resettlement standards from the development field.
23

 In many parts of the 

world, in particular Asia, the idea that persons forced to relocate by development 

projects are not displaced would ring hollow. At a regional conference on internal 

displacement in Asia co-sponsored by UNHCR, the Asia Forum for Human Rights 

and Development, the Norwegian Refugee Council, the U.S. Committee for 

Refugees and the Brookings Institution in 2000, it became clear that any discussion 

of internal displacement in the region would not be complete without taking into 

account displacement due to development projects.
24

 Underscoring this point is a 

recent volume on the application of the Guiding Principles in South Asia, which 

covers displacement by conflict and disaster as well as development projects.
25

 By 

no means is this view limited to the region. In West Africa, governments of the 

Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) recommended that in 

developing a glossary of migration terms for the region, development as a cause of 

displacement should be explicitly added to the IDP definition contained in the 

Guiding Principles.
26

 The Global IDP Project, while citing the figure of 25 million 

IDPs displaced by conflict nonetheless acknowledges that the number of people 

uprooted by development projects is thought to be much higher, and notes that both 

groups are covered by the Principles. Furthermore, it points out that in the case of 

development-induced IDPs, ‘[t]heir plight remains largely unnoticed and they often 

receive even less support from their government and/or international aid agencies 

than people displaced by conflict or natural disasters.’
27

 

 

Expanding the IDP definition further to encompass persons who migrate 

because of extreme poverty or other economic problems had been proposed during 

the formulation of the definition and to this day is a suggestion that sometimes is put 

forth. The IDP definition, however, does not extend to these groups. This is because 

                                                
23

 Walter Kalin, “Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement: Annotations”, Studies in 

Transnational Legal Policy, No. 32 (Washington, D.C.: American Society of International Law and 

the Brookings Institution Project on Internal Displacement), pp. 13-19. 
24

 ‘Report of the Regional Conference on Internal Displacement in Asia (Bangkok, Thailand, 22-24 

February 2000), paras. 12-16, in Refugee Survey Quarterly, Vol. 19, No. 2 (2000), pp. 22-39. 
25

 Paula Banerjee, Sabyasachi Basu Ray Chaudury and Samir Kumar Das, “Internal Displacement in 

South Asia”, (New Delhi: Sage, 2005). 
26

 Workshop on International Migration in West Africa, Dakar, Senegal, 29 September – 5 October 

2002 convened by the International Organization for Migration. 
27

 Norwegian Refugee Council, Global IDP Project, Internal Displacement: Global Overview of 

Trends and Developments in 2004 (Geneva: Global IDP Project, Norwegian Refugee Council, 2005), 

pp. 35-37. 
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in most cases the element of coercion is not so clear.
28

 The decision to exclude 

economic migrants and migrant workers from the IDP definition does not mean 

there is not a need for special attention to their situation and human rights, but 

simply that different issues are involved. As Robert Goldman, one of the members 

of the legal team that drafted the Guiding Principles has explained, the reason for 

framing an IDP definition, was to address the plight of a particular group of persons 

who had distinct protection and assistance needs resulting from forced displacement; 

to enlarge the definition would risk losing this focus.
29

 Indeed, there are cases where 

a government has categorized IDPs as “migrants”, presumably to deflect attention 

from the involuntary nature of their movement and thereby to avoid its 

responsibilities towards them. For these reasons, the distinction between IDPs and 

economic migrants is important to maintain. 

 

In summary, although internally displaced persons often are described as 

“internal refugees”, in fact, internal displacement is much broader than the refugee 

concept. It is not limited to conflict and persecution but covers other cause of forced 

displacement including natural disasters and also can encompass people forced to 

relocate by development projects. Despite these very different causes, the various 

groups of uprooted people were included together in one definition as they have in 

common the two core criteria of involuntary movement and being within one’s 

borders. The IDP definition therefore tries to strike a balance between too narrow a 

framework that risks excluding people who share similar characteristics and one so 

broad that it loses the focus on the distinct protection and assistance needs arising 

from forced displacement. 

 

It is important to bear in mind that the definition of “internally displaced 

person” is a descriptive, rather than legal, definition. It simply describes the factual 

situation of a person being displaced within one’s country of habitual residence. The 

term does not connote or confer a special legal status in the same way that 

recognition as a “refugee” does. This is not necessary for IDPs, Walter Kalin 

explains, because whereas refugees having lost the protection of their own country 

                                                
28

 Ibid Pg.27. 
29

 Regional Seminar on Internal Displacement in the Americas, Mexico City, Mexico, February 18-

20, 2004 (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution-SAIS Project on Internal Displacement, 2004), p. 

12. 
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and being outside of their own state therefore require a special legal status, ‘the 

rights and guarantees to which IDPs are entitled stem from the fact that they are 

human beings and citizens or habitual residents of a particular state.’ 

 

Another important distinction with the “refugee” concept is that not all 

situations of internal displacement will necessarily be of concern to the international 

community.
30

 If the needs of internally displaced populations are met effectively by 

their own government, the international community need not become involved, 

unless of course the government requests assistance. If, on the other hand, internally 

displaced persons are denied the protection and assistance of their government, they 

are of legitimate concern to the international community. Of course, not all IDPs 

will be of concern to each organization that has a mandate or readiness to engage in 

situations of internal displacement. Because the IDP definition is a descriptive rather 

than legal definition, it allows for organizations to adapt the IDP concept to their 

particular mandates and institutional perspectives. For instance, the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), given its mandate in armed conflicts, 

inevitably will focus on those IDPs uprooted by armed conflict.
31

 The organization 

nevertheless acknowledges the broader IDP definition, which the ICRC finds to be 

‘fully suited for the purposes of the Guiding Principles.’
32

 After all, the ICRC 

recognizes that internal displacement results from a number of causes, of which 

armed conflict is but one and simply the cause with which it is centrally 

concerned.
33

 Similarly, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 

answers the question of “Who is an IDP?” by employing a definition that reflects the 

same array of causes indicated in the Guiding Principles, all the while specifying 

that UNHCR helps “some” of these people, in particular IDPs uprooted by conflict 

                                                
30
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or persecution.
34

 The fact that an organization chooses to conceptualize IDPs based 

on the organization’s particular mandate and activities does not detract from the 

definition in the Guiding Principles. To the contrary, it underscores that there is all 

the more reason to have a general definition covering all the different aspects of 

internal displacement. 

 

C. Global Position Of Internally Displaced Persons 

 

The numbers of IDPs have been increasing every year and the trend shows 

that this number is bound to increase with every passing year and the only fact 

revealed is that the IDPs are at high risk across the world over. The Internal 

Displacement Monitoring Committee which carries out study in the field of 

‘displacement’ has provided with fact and figures and it has laid out that, at the end 

of 2014, the number of people internally displaced across the globe by armed 

conflict, generalised violence and human rights violations reached 38 million. The 

figure represented an increase of violence of about 400,000 IDPs since the end of 

2009. The IDMC report also revealed the fact that the global number of IDPs has 

steadily increased from a total of around 17 million in 1997.
35

 

 

Table 1.1 Global IDPs Figures 

Country Numbers of IDPs Comments on estimated total number of IDPs 

America 6 millions Forced to flee homes by war, violence and human 

rights violations. The vast majority were in 

Colombia, where the government put their number 

at nearly 5.5 million. 

Europe and 

Central Asia 

2.2 millions Most fled their homes some 20 years ago to escape 

armed conflict, generalised violence and human 

rights violations in the Balkans, Causasus, Central 

Asia, Cyprus and Turkey. 

Middle East 

and North 

Africa 

9.1 million The figure is based on UN estimates and data 

published by IOM and national and local 

authorities. Given the volatile security situation, the 

fluidity of population movements and access 

restrictions, the actual number of IDPs is difficult to 

track and figures are often revised. 
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South and 

South-East 

Asia 

3.2million They fled their homes as a result of armed conflict, 

violence and human rights violations, and around 80 

percent were in Afghanistan, India, Mayanmar and 

Pakistan. 

Sub- Saharan 

Africa 

12.5 million  The IDMC reports at the end of 2013 were 

displaced, more than a third of the global total, 

Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of the Congo 

(DRC) and Sudan had the largest populations of 

IDPs in Africa. 

Source: http://www.internal-displacement.org/global-figures, visited on 13.07.15 

 

The facts and figures laid out below shows the global trend of IDPs. The 

figures reflect that the largest population of IDPs is located in Colombia followed by 

Sudan, Iraq, DRC, Somalia and Pakistan. There has been a serious rise of IDPs in 

these countries which has basically arisen due to internal conflict in these countries.  

 

In the Middle East and north Africa, 3.8 million people were newly displaced 

in 2014, a nine per cent increase on the year before that brought the overall number 

of IDPs to 11.9 million, or 31 per cent of the global total. More than 90 per cent of 

the region’s IDPs were living in Iraq and Syria, but Libya’s displaced population 

also increased more than six-fold to at least 400,000.
36

 

 

Figures for the Americas remained relatively stable, but high. The vast 

majority of the region’s seven million IDPs were in Colombia, where protracted 

conflict and violence perpetrated by post demobilisation armed groups has driven a 

steady increase in numbers each year over the last decade. New displacement also 

took place in Mexico, Guatemala and El Salvador, where people fled from criminal 

violence associated with drug trafficking. Levels of new displacement were similar 

to 2013, except for in El Salvador, where as many as 288,900 people fled their 

homes, accounting for 66 per cent of the 436,500 new displacements in the region.
37

 

 

The number of IDPs in Europe, the Caucasus and central Asia rose by 31 per 

cent in 2014. Ukraine accounted for much of the new displacement, driven by 

Russia’s annexation of Crimea in March and fighting between the Ukrainian 

military and separatist forces in the east of the country that escalated during the year. 
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At least 646,500 people fled their homes, contributing to a regional total of just 

under 2.9 million IDPs across 13emercountries, compared with 2.2 million the 

previous year.
38

 

 

In south and south-east Asia, 1.5 million people were newly displaced, 

contributing to a cumulative total of just under five million IDPs across 13 countries. 

Nearly all new displacement occurred in Pakistan, India, Afghanistan and the 

Philippines. Counter-insurgency operations in Pakistan’s Federally Administered 

Tribal Areas were responsible for much of the total, with as many as 907,000 people 

fleeing their homes in North Waziristan and Khyber agencies. Ethnic violence in 

India’s Assam state also displaced at least 345,000 people.
39

 

 

New displacement in south-east Asia fell by 65 per cent, mainly the result of 

a reduction in the intensity and frequency of violence in Myanmar and the 

Philippines. The cumulative total also decreased slightly to 855,000 IDPs, making it 

the region with the lowest overall figure as of the end of 2014.
40

 

 

D.  International Overview Of Internally Displaced Persons 

 

As of the end of 2014, 38 million people around the world had been forced to 

flee their homes by conflict and violence. Never in the last 10 years of IDMC’s 

global reporting, have we reported such a high estimate for the number of people 

newly displaced in a year. 

 

The report is based on data and analysis gathered between January and 

December 2014 in 60 countries and territories across the world. The research shows 

that the causes and impacts of displacement are multiple and often overlapping, 

including those related to disasters induced by natural hazards. 

 

a) Americas 
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i) Colombia 

 

Colombia’s experience brings the challenges of resolving protracted 

displacement amid ongoing violence into sharp focus, even in a middle-income 

country with a strong legal framework for IDPs protection. 

 

According to official statistics, at least six million people have been 

displaced over more than six decades of conflict. In 2014, 137,200 people were 

newly displaced, 403,700 registered as IDPs displaced in 2014 and previous years
41

 

and 7,100 were forcibly evicted. More than 50 per cent of IDPs live in informal 

urban settlements.
42

 Displacement happens throughout the country, but is highly 

concentrated along the Pacific coast and the border with Venezuela. 

 

The ongoing peace process between the government and the Revolutionary 

Armed Forces of Colombia can contribute to ending protracted displacement. A 

partial agreement on the drugs trade was reached in May, and nearly 29,000 former 

combatants were assisted under the government’s reintegration programme between 

October 2013 and September 2014. There has been little improvement, however, in 

overall security. 

 

ii) Guatemala 

 

In 2011, little was known about the number and situation of people displaced 

by the long conflict between the government and insurgents grouped under the 

Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity. During the conflict, the armed forces 

conducted a campaign of repression and terror against the Mayan indigenous 

population while fighting the sergeants. The conflict ended in 1996 and left between 
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500,000 and 1.5 million people, most of them indigenous, internally displaced 

across Guatemala, with many in the shanty towns of the Capital Guatemala City.
43

 

 

iii) Mexico 

 

Public census results correlated with data on homicides and criminality 

shows a strong casual relationship between violence and internal displacement in 

Mexico. Over the last decade, hundreds of thousands of people have been forced to 

flee their homed and communities.
44

 

 

Criminal organisations, fighting both each other and the security forces, have 

caught countless innocent civilians in the crossfire. The fear of forced recruitment, 

both of minor and technical skills, has also led many people to seek safety in other 

part of the country. Local government officials and their families in particular are 

targeted if they refuse to cooperate with the crime syndicate. Human right activities, 

who have denounced criminal groups and their infiltration of the state, have also 

become targets, along with many ordinary citizens who simply seek justice for the 

crimes they or their families have suffered. 

 

IDP often has difficulty in finding adequate housing, work and schooling for 

their children. The loss of identity cards and mortgage documents also impedes their 

access to basic social services. Personal safety remains a concern after their flight, 

because some criminal groups have national reach and are able to trace their 

whereabouts. 

 

b) Sub-Saharan Africa 

 

i) Democratic Republic of the Congo 

 

Weak governance, poverty, chronic underdevelopment and pervasive 

corruption in the Democratic Republic of the Congo have coalesced with armed 

conflict and violence to perpetuate displacement for years, sometimes even decades. 
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As of the end of 2014, there were at least 2.7 million IDPs in the country, mainly in 

the eastern provinces of North and South Kivu, Orientale and Katanga. At least 

1,003,400 people were newly displaced during the year, and 561,100 IDPs returned 

to their places of origin. Many others have been living in displacement for years.
45

 

 

Data is limited in many provinces, but there is broad recognition that 

protracted displacement is the fate of the majority of the country’s IDPs. Almost 80 

per cent of all IDPs live with local communities or host families, while others have 

set up spontaneous settlements, live in the bush or take refuge in official camps 

managed with the support of humanitarian organisations.
46

 

 

ii) Kenya 

 

Political, ethnic and land-related violence, disasters and development 

projects have all repeatedly triggered displacement in Kenya since independence. 

The worst violence took place in the aftermath of the disputed December 2007 

presidential election, and forced nearly 664,000 people to flee their homes. Inter-

communal violence attributed to competition over resources such as land and water, 

cattle rustling and struggles for political representation also continue to cause 

displacement. According to OCHA, more than 220,000 people were newly displaced 

in 2014 alone.
47

 

 

Some episodes of displacement have been short lived, but many have 

become protracted, the result of a combination of factors. Some national authorities 

only recognise those who were registered as displaced by the 2007 to 2008 post-

election violence as IDPs. The registration process also excluded so-called 

“integrated” IDPs, an estimated 300,000 people who found shelter with host 

communities or in rented accommodation in urban areas. Given that assistance was 
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limited to those registered, “integrated” IDPs were always less likely to achieve 

durable solutions to their displacement.
48

 

 

iii) Uganda 

 

Following the signing of a cessation of hostilities agreement in 2006, most of the 1.8 

million IDPs living in camps returned to their places of origin. Others settled in new 

locations. The latest available estimate, from December 2011, was that 29,800 

people were still living in camps. The number has fallen since, but according to the 

Uganda Human Rights Commission four camps are still open. An assessment is 

needed to establish the number of IDPs living in these camps, and to get an insight 

of their vulnerabilities. There are no comprehensive figures for IDPs living with host 

communities or in urban areas.
49

 

 

iv) Burundi 

 

No new displacements were reported in Burundi during 2013, despite 

tensions ahead of elections in 2015. As of the end of the year, there were 78,900 

people living in protracted displacement. The figure is based on a nationwide 

profiling exercise of IDPs carried out in 2011.most fled their homes during 1993 to 

2005 civil war.
50

 

 

Most of Burundi’s remaining IDPs are Tutsis located in around 120 

settlements in northern and central parts of the country, and they continue to face 

challenges in accessing social and economic resources. Around 33,000 refugees 

returned from neighbouring countries in 2013, putting further pressure on scarce 

resources.
51

 

 

v) Central African Republic 
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The conflict that erupted in 2012 caused a humanitarian crisis and 

displacement on a vast scale, both within and beyond CAR’s borders. There were an 

estimated 426,200 internally displaced people (IDPs) in the country as of mid- May 

2015. The vast majority have fled their home since 2012, but the figure also includes 

several hundred people living in protracted displacement in and around the northern 

town of Kabo, some of whom have recently begun returning to their homes.
52

 

 

IDMC estimates that more than 172,700 people were newly displaced in 

2014 and at least 37,900 in the first three months of 2015. The true figures are likely 

to be higher, because for the most part major incidents are captured. There were also 

around 457,480 refugees from CAR living in neighbouring countries as of mid-

May.
53

 

 

c) Europe The Caucasus And Central Asia 

 

i) Azerbaijan 

 

The government’s State Committee for Refugees and internally displaced 

Persons, seated in the cabinet, is the sole source of statistics on internal displacement 

in Azerbaijan. It reported in 2014 that 597,429 people were registered as IDPs. The 

vast majority are ethnic Azerbaijanis, but there are also ethnic Kurds, Russians and 

Turks.
54

  

 

The government figure includes IDP’s children, who number around 230,000 

and upto 54,000 IDPs who have been able to return. The figure also includes people 

living along the LoC who have not been displaced but are registered as IDPs in 

acknowledgement of the security risks they face.
55
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ii) Georgia 

 

There were upto 206,600 IDPs registered by the government in Georgia as of 

the end of 2013. Most were displaced in the early 1990s as a result of armed conflict 

in the breakaway republics of Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
56

  

 

Displacement figures are based on the result of a 2013 re-registration 

exercise led by the Georgian ministry for IDPs. The overall figure is made up of 

nearly equal numbers of men and women, and includes nearly 67,000 children born 

to at least one displaced parent. It also includes an estimated 40,000 IDPs who have 

returned to Abkhazia. There were also around 10,000 people still internally 

displaced within South Ossetia in 2010.
57

 

 

iii) Russian Federation 

 

At least 34,900 people were still displaced in Russia as of the end of 2013, as 

a result of armed conflict, human rights violations and generalised violence in North 

Caucasus. The 1994 and 1999 wars in Chechnya forced more than 800,000 people to 

flee their homes, and as many as 64,000 people fled ethnic conflict.
58

  

 

The figure of 35,000 combines an 2011 NGO estimate of 25,000 IDPs in 

Chechnya and Ingushetia with government statistics from 2013 that show around 

9,900 people registered as ‘forced migrants’. Government figures only include 

people displaced from Chechnya and North Ossetia who hold forced migrants status 

and live outside their republics of origin. Registration is valid for five years, after 

which IDPs can apply for an extension. The authorities, however, have rejected most 

such applications. The true number of IDPs in Russia is likely to be significantly 

higher. 

 

iv) Bosnia and Herzegovina 
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Nearly 20 years after the end of a conflict that displaced around a million 

people, there were still at least 100,400 IDPs in Bosnia and Herzegovina as of the 

end of 2014.203 The true number is likely to be higher, given that the figure only 

represents those who have obtained legal status as a “displaced person” and their 

children. Around 580,000 IDPs have returned to their homes.
59

 

 

The vast majority of those still displaced live in private accommodation, but 

around 8,500 live in collective centres, the temporary shelter they were allocated 

some two decades ago. They are being resettled to social housing. Some IDPs and 

returnees were displaced again in 2014 by the worst floods and landslides on record, 

reigniting past trauma for some.
60

 

 

d) South And South-East Asia 

 

i) Afghanistan 

 

IDMC estimates that as of the end of June 2015 at least 948,000 people were 

living in displacement as a result of conflict and violence. The figure includes 

around 103,000 people newly displaced in the first six months of 2015, among them 

more than 36,600 people newly displaced in Kunduz province since April 2015. 

Significant new displacements have also taken place in Badakshan, Badghis, 

Baghlan, Faryab, Ghazni, Kapisa and Maydan Wardak provinces since June 2014.
61

 

 

The number of people is protracted displacement is also significant. As of 

the end of May 2015, almost 60 percent of the displaced population had been living 

as IDPs since 2012 or earlier. As of mid-2012,an estimated 74,000 people had been 
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doing so since before 2003. No updated breakdown of the number of IDPs by year 

of first displacement was available.
62

 

 

ii) Bangladesh 

 

There was no updated comprehensive information on the number of IDPs 

due to conflict, violence and human rights violations since government’s count of 

more than 128,000 internally displaced Pahari and Bengali families, or more than 

667,000 individuals, in 2000. Based on available information it was estimated that 

there were up to 280,000 IDPs in Bangladesh at the end of 2013.
63

 

 

The 1997 peace agreement between the government and the United People’s 

Party of the Chittagong Hill Tracts (PCJSS) has still not been fully implemented. 

The accord ended 24 years of conflict that broke out in 1973 in the south-eastern 

Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) region after the government rejected demands for 

greater autonomy from non-Bengali indigenous people known collectively as Pahari 

or Jumma.
64

 

 

iii) Nepal 

 

Seven years after the government and Maoist rebels ended their decade-long 

armed conflict, nearly all of Nepal’s IDPs have returned to their homes. An 

estimated 50,000 have been unable or unwilling to do so, mainly as a result of 

unresolved land and property issues and security concerns. The Maoists 

expropriated land that was then often sold or given to landless or tenant farmers. The 

absence of public services and a lack of livelihood assistance have also undermined 

the sustainability of returns.
65

 

iv) Pakistan 
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Armed conflict continued to be the main cause of displacement in Pakistan in 

2013. An estimated five million people have been displaced by conflict, sectarian 

violence and human rights abuses in the north-west of the country since 2004. 

Movements peaked in 2009, when three million people were forced to flee their 

homes, but by the end of 2010 the number of people living in displacement had 

fallen to around a million. Returns have since been offset by new displacement, with 

the total number of IDPs standing at around 746,000 at the end of 2013.
66

 

 

A hundred and forty thousand people were newly registered as displaced 

during the year. The majority fled from the Federally Administers Tribal Areas 

(FATA) to neighbouring Khyber Paktunkhwa (KP) province. There are also an 

unknown number of unregistered IDPs from FATA, some of whom were identified 

by the IDPs Vulnerability Assessment and Profiling (IVAP) project. 

 

The two major waves of new displacement took place in FATA during in 

2013. In March, heavy fighting between non-state armed groups forced more than 

17,000 families to flee their homes in the Tirah valley in Khyber agency. Those 

affected fled into the bordering FATA agencies of Kurram and Orakzai and the KP 

districts of Kohat, Hangu, Peshwar and Nowshera. Instance clashes between the 

Pakistani army and non-state armed groups in Kurram subsequently displaced 

around 10,600 families in early May. Most IDPs took refugee in host communities, 

mainly in lower Kurram, while others sought shelter in the New Durrani 

displacement camp in FATA.
67

 

 

v) Sri Lanka 

 

Sri Lanka is an example of the way displacement becomes increasingly 

difficult to resolve the longer it lasts, particularly when there is no political will to 

do so. We estimate that there were as many as 90,000 IDPs in Northern and Eastern 

provinces as of December 2014, all of them living in protracted displacement. The 

majority were displaced before April 2008. Almost six years after the end of the 
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country’s 26-year civil war, they continue to face obstacles in exercising their rights 

and addressing their needs. Of the hundreds of thousands of IDPs who have 

returned, tens of thousands are likely to have outstanding needs related to their 

displacement.
68

 

 

When the conflict ended in May 2009, the majority of the population of 

Northern Province with the exception of Jaffna had been displaced at least once and 

many several times, as had significant numbers of people in Jaffna and Eastern 

province. A large majority of the country’s protracted IDPs, as well as those who 

experienced displacement in the past, belong to the Tamil ethnic group. It is not 

known how many among the 25,000 Sinhalese displaced by fighting after 1983 are 

still living as IDPs. The same is true of the 75,000 Muslims the Liberation Tigers of 

Tamil Elam expelled from Northern Province in 1990.
69

 

 

Sri Lanka lacks comprehensive data on its IDPs, and little up-to-date 

information is available. The results of the government’s exercise with UNHCR to 

reconcile figures and its joint needs assessment with OCHA, both undertaken in 

2014, were not available at the time of writing. Available numbers are unlikely to 

reflect the true scale of displacement, given that the government has deregistered 

IDPs since 2010 without carrying out a durable solutions assessment.
70

 

 

Sri Lanka has no national policy or legislation on displacement to provide a 

framework for addressing protracted IDPs’ needs. A 2013 draft policy, which was 

never finalised, falls short of international standards, including the Guiding 

Principles.260 Development organisations, which have continued to work in the 

country after the UN humanitarian cluster system was phased out in 2013, have not 

included a focus on displacement in their programming to facilitate durable 

solutions for IDPs. OCHA scaled down its presence to a small humanitarian 

advisory team in December 2014.
71
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vi) India 

 

India continued to experience new and protracted displacement during 2013 

as a result of communal violence and armed conflict with a total of at least 526,000 

people displaced at the end of the year. These figure likely under-represents the real 

number of IDPs since in India IDPs tend to no longer be counted once official 

camps are closed, even if they remain in displacement. 
72

 

 

An estimated 64,000 people were newly displaced in 2013, more than half of 

whom were still living in displacement at the end of the year. More than 488,000 

IDPs continued to live in protracted displacement, which lasts on average for five to 

ten years. A survey of IDPs conducted during the year by the NGO Centre for Social 

Justice identified ethnic identity and land disputes as the main causes of communal 

tensions. 

 

Outbreak of communal violence led to displacement during the year, in the 

north-eastern state of Assam and in the northern state of Uttar Pradesh. Riots 

displaced around 51,000 people from more than 150 villages in Uttar Pradesh in 

September. State authorities said that 90 percent of those who fled had returned by 

the year, but local organisations assisting IDPs said that more than 27,000 people are 

still living in unofficial camps after the authorities forcibly evicted them from 

official ones. 

 

In December more than 3000 people from Karbi and Rengma Naga tribes 

sought shelter in displacement camps in the Bokajan area of Karbi Anglong Hills 

district of Central Assam, following ethnic violence between the Karbi people’s 

Liberation Tigers (KPLT) and the Rengma Naga Hills Protection Force (RNHPF). 

 

In Assam, authorities closed the remaining camps where 12,000 Bengali-

speaking Muslims and members of the Bodo tribe who fled inter-communal 

violence in 2012 were staying. The situation of IDPs outside of the camps is 

unknown. 
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Around 30,000 Bru people who fled their homes in Mizoram state in 1997 

and 2009 also remain displaced in Tripura state. Hundreds more fled in fear in 

December amid tensions sparked kidnappings the previous month. 

 

In central India, more than 148,000 Adivasi people remained displaced as a 

result of recurring conflict over land and mineral resources. The fighting pitted 

government forces and allied militias against Maoist insurgents claiming to fight on 

behalf of the Adivasis. Clashes in May displaced another 10,000 people. 

 

Conditions in displacement camps remain dire across the country. IDPs lack 

access to clean water, adequate shelter, food, security, clothing and health care. In 

Uttar Pradesh, camp conditions contributed to the deaths of more than 50 IDPs, most 

of whom were children under the age of 15. Harassment and threats from villagers 

in IDPs home areas often hinder their efforts to return, and the police tend to be 

unwilling to protect returnees. 

 

The government of Gujarat, Assam, Andhra Pradesh and Odisha, however, 

made no such efforts to assist the hundreds of thousands of people who remain 

displaced there. India’s central government does not consider IDPs recovery and 

rehabilitation as part of its mandate. 

In Uttar Pradesh, the state government’s measures to promote IDPs sustainable 

return of IDPs displaced centred on compensation. It distributed 500,000 rupees to 

1,800 families from nine villages recognised as having been affected by rioting. It 

did not, however, consider IDPs from other areas as eligible. 

 

Religious charities, madrassas, civil society groups and local communities 

took the lead in assisting IDPs during 2013. The National Human Rights 

Commission and the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights advocated 

on behalf of the IDPs, but the fact that the country has no formal legislation on 

displacement in place hampered their efforts. 
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A national policy or law on IDPs is much needed to address their protection 

and assistance consistently and effectively, and to provide a framework for steps to 

facilitate durable solutions. 

 

E. Pre History Of Internal Displacement In India 

 

Internal displacement is not a new phenomenon in India. Even in the 

Mahabharata we find the instance of mass eviction from Khandava Vana to build up 

Indraprastha (near the present Delhi), the capital of Pandavas. In the Sultanate era, 

when Mohammad Bin Tughlagh, whimsically decided to shift his capital from Delhi 

to Daulatabad, near Aurangabad in Maharashtra, thousands of people in Delhi were 

also forced to shift, leaving behind their homes and means of livelihood. Many 

people died during the long and painstaking journey. However, let us also not forget 

that these were only stray instances. Internal displacement had never been a regular 

and systematic phenomenon till the arrival of the ‘modern’ State and modern modes 

of production.
73

 

 

Most states in South Asia had long colonial experiences. In most cases, the 

colonial regimes did not try to disturb the traditional demographic (ethnicity and 

community-wise) balance. However, with the formation of new ‘national’ states 

after the Second World War, this balance was fairly threatened. India, the biggest 

nationstate in the region, had to face partition in 1947 with the creation of the new 

State of Pakistan, which existed on the Western and Eastern borders of India. East 

Pakistan ceased to exist after the coming of Bangladesh in 1971. Both the partitions 

of 1947 and 1971 took place after fierce conflicts: large-scale communal violence 

before 1947 and armed conflict between the Pakistani army and the Mukti Joddhas 

of Bangladesh (‘liberation forces’ of Bangladesh) backed by Indian army in 1971.
74

 

 

In both cases, a huge number of humanity had to suffer; large-scale 

displacement – both external (because a vast population had to cross the newly 

defined ‘borders’) and internal (because with the huge influx of refugees the old 
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inhabitants faced a sharp competition over land and employment and other 

opportunities) – took place. In these new states grew new political and economic 

power groups, which comprised a handful of ethnic, linguistic and religious 

communities. As a result, a large number of people belonging to other communities 

were excluded and marginalised. The latter groups often demand autonomy within 

the new state and even, in some cases, organise themselves for ‘liberation’ from the 

new nation-state. Further, the redrawing of administrative-territorial units (states/ 

provinces/districts) of the new nation-state, especially in India, also complicates, and 

often jeopardises the age-old demographic balance, which enhances the potential for 

internal displacement.
75

 

 

Modern economy – especially the idea and practice of rapid and mechanised 

development – has been another major source of displacement. The process started 

in the colonial period but got its real momentum after the formation of the new 

nation-state. Large scale land acquisition for the construction of big dams, 

industries, power stations, highways, ‘reserve forests’ etc has made a great number 

of people homeless and jobless. In most of the cases, they belong to the 

weaker/marginalised section of the population: thus they fall prey to more miseries. 

In many cases, the so-called modern industries cause severe health and 

environmental hazards (pollution of air and water), which often lead to displacement 

of that section of people which heavily depend on these natural resources for their 

livelihood. In India, the success of the Green Revolution, achieved through 

mechanised agriculture and heavy use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides, 

gradually led to infertility and degradation of land in many places, especially in 

Punjab.
76

 

 

In 2009, under a Greenpeace Research Laboratories investigation, Dr Reyes 

Tirado, from the University of Exeter, conducted a study in 50 villages in Muktsar, 

Bathinda and Ludhiana Districts that revealed chemical, radiation and biological 

toxicity was rampant in Punjab. In addition, 20% of the sampled wells showed 

nitrate levels above the safety limit of 50 mg/l, established by WHO. The study 
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connected this finding with high use of synthetic nitrogen fertilizers.
77

 With 

increasing poisoning of the soil, the region once hailed as the home to the Green 

Revolution, now due to excessive use of chemical fertilizer, is being termed the 

“Other Bhopal”, and “even credit-takers of the revolution have begun to admit they 

had been wrong, now that they see wastelands and lives lost to farmer suicides in 

this “granary of India”.
78

 

 

Therefore it can be analysed that, in the early years of independence, not 

only the partition caused bloodshed and destruction of human being and properties 

but it caused displacement of lakhs of people as they did not know where they 

belonged. In India, refugees were divided into three categories. 

 

External Refugees 

Hindu Muslim Refugees 1947; 

Tibetians 1952; 

N.E. refugees across the border of Burma; 

Nepalese; 

1971- Bangladeshi-Behari Muslims (Muhajeers); 

1982- Sri Lankans; 

Afghanistan- Political disturbances and Russian withdrawal. 

 

Internal Refugees 

Assamese and N.E. States; 

Kashmiri Migrants from Kashmir due to terrorist activities; 

Displaced persons of 1971 war from Chamb under Shimla agreement; 

Muslim evacuees mainly of border districts of Rajouri and Pooch who were 

displaced during Indo- Pak wars. 

 

Short Term Refugees (Refugees Due To Political And Religious Violence) 

Ram Janam Bhoomi Babri Masjid; 
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Sikh- Hindu (Punjab 1982); 

Naxalite Impact- West Bengal and Hyderabad; 

Racial Migration- Domicile Problem; 

Seasonal Migration e.g. Gujjars, Bakarwal, Rajasthani- Sansi, Bazigars, Nepalese 

Bihari, Harvest, Bhaias of U.P. 

 

F. Internal Displacement Due To Conflict, Violence And 

Development, By Region Or Group 

 

Since independence, India has been experiencing armed conflict and 

ethnically based internal strife that has led to widespread conflict-induced displaced 

in Jammu and Kashmir in the Northwest and in the Northeastern states. In India 

there are numerous causes of displacement of population. War, conflict, human 

rights abuses, forced relocation due to development projects have generated a high 

level of internal displacement in the country. Even the natural disaster related 

displacement is prevalent in India. However development-induced displacement has 

overwhelmingly dominated the IDP scenario in India. The nature, frequency and 

extent of the causes of internal displacement in India are so varying that it would be 

a Herculean task to monitor and record them.
79

 More than 500,000 people are living 

in displacement in India due to armed conflict or generalized violence as of 2011.
80 

 

Most of them have been living in displacement for years, which means that they are 

not able to enjoy various human rights. Many of them are likely to live in 

displacement outside of camps both in rural as well as urban areas.
81

 

 

One of the fundamental purposes of the United Nations is to Promote and 

encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
82

 Moreover, by 

accepting the International Conventions guaranteeing the human rights India has 

obligation to ensure these basic rights of such population. However, sometimes the 

sovereignty concept creates an obstruction as the UN Charter prohibits any 
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interference in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the 

State.
83

  In many cases Governments are unwilling to admit the presence of such 

population within their territory as it reflects the State’s failure to protect its citizens. 

India is also no exception.  

 

There are primarily four factors responsible for internal displacement in 

India –  

1. Political causes, including secessionist movement  

2. Identity-based autonomy movement  

3. Localized violence  

4. Environmental and development-induced displacement.  

So far as the development-induced displacement is concerned there are two 

main causes they are dam construction and urban transportation projects. 

 

Others include creation of forests and reserve parks, and the construction of 

mining and thermal power plants. The level of displacement is higher in 

domestically financed projects than the projects financed by World Bank because 

World Bank now gives more importance to the issue of displacement when decision 

to finance a project is taken.
84

  

 

Most of the research that have been conducted on development since 1980s 

have shown that even though per capita incomes and average expectations of life 

have risen, there is little evidence to show that nutritional standards of thousands of 

people have improved much over the years.
85 

Hundreds of thousands of people have 

been displaced from their customary modes of life and many of them have found 

their homes in inhospitable areas.  

Presently Assam is facing recurring problem of displacement of population 

due to the recent conflict in July and August 2010 between Bodos and Muslim 
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communities in Bodoland area and the problem has attracted the attention of the 

entire country.  

 

However, the extent to which international law can be directly incorporated 

into domestic jurisdiction remained contentious for a number of years. The 

traditional view on the point was that treaties do not create rights in municipal law 

unless specifically incorporated in the domestic legislation. Law in this regard has 

been substantially altered by the Supreme Court and the issue has been finally 

settled by the court in Vishaka v. State of Rajasthan.
86 

In this case Supreme Court 

took recourse to human rights enhancing provisions and incorporated them into the 

fabric of domestic law.
87

 

 

a) Jammu and Kashmir 

 

India’s largest situation of internal displacement stems from conflict in 

Jammu and Kashmir between the Indian army and militants seeking independence 

or accession to Pakistan. The insurgency in Indian administered Kashmir has led 

since 1989 to the internal displacement of 90 per cent of Hindu Kashmiri Pandits, an 

estimated 250,000-350,000 people. Around 100,000 live in New Delhi while up to 

240,000 are in Jammu city. 

 

The Government has encouraged the return of the displaced population by 

providing cash assistance, interest free loans and apartments in some places where 

displaced Pandits can stay until they have repaired their homes. However, people are 

reluctant and discouraged from returning to Kashmir, because the security situation 

has not been conducive to return, and attacks and massacre of people by separatist 

groups still continuing.
88

 

 

Since the end of 1990s, clashes between Indian and Pakistani forces and 

attacks by separatist groups have also led to several waves of displacement from 
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border villages along the Line of Control (LOC) and international border. In May 

1999, conflict broke out between India and Pakistan over Kashmir. The conflict 

centred around Kargil area, high in the Himalayan Mountains. The conflict 

displaced an estimated 60,000 to 100,000 people, mostly Kashmiri Muslims. The 

largest towns in the area, Kargil and Dras, were left completely deserted. Most of 

the displaced fled heavy Pakistani shelling of their villages.
89 

People living in 

villages in other places along the border returned after the war, but in Akhnoor 

sector people could not, as most of their homes had been destroyed in the shelling 

and their fields rendered infertile due to increased toxicity in the soil.
90

 

 

b) North- East 

 

Violence involving different ethnic groups and communities has caused 

internal displacement in India’s north-eastern states including Assam, Manipur and 

Tripura. The government’s military response has in many cases contributed to the 

displacement. The fighting between Bodo and Santhal tribes in Assam has displaced 

an estimated 250,000 people. In August 2004, more than 230,000 people were 

staying in IDP camps in three districts of western Assam. Thousands of civilians 

have also been displaced by fighting between Karbi, Kuki, Khasi, Hmar and Dimasa 

armed groups. In Manipur state, ethnic conflicts and fighting between the Indian 

army and local militia groups have displaced an unknown number of people. In 

November and December 2006 more than 2,000 Kukis from 25 villages were 

displaced by a massive Indian army offensive. In Tripura, more than 100,000 people 

have been internally displaced by ethnic fighting, between local armed groups and 

Bengali or Bru people. Displacement in Tripura has also been caused by a fence 

being built along the border with Bangladesh. As of March 2007, 9,000 families 

reportedly sought rehabilitation after being displaced.
91

 

c) Central India 
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In India, leftist extremist groups commonly referred to as Maoists or 

Naxalites, have significantly increased insurgent activities during the past few years 

in the States of Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, 

Orissa, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. Discrimination against the 

tribal population, displacement by large development projects, and failure on the 

part of the Government to ensure food security are the primary reasons for the rapid 

growth of Naxalite movement. The Naxalite conflict has so far affected more than 

200 districts of India. Both the Naxalites and government security forces, with their 

allied militia Salwa Judum
92

 and Special Police Officers have been responsible for 

human rights violations. They raided hundreds of villages in Chhattisgarh State’s 

Dantewada and Bijapur districts, where tribal communities constitute 79 per cent of 

the population. They used threats, beatings, arbitrary arrests and detentions, killing 

and burning of villages to force residents to support Salwa Judum. Thousands of 

villagers were forcibly relocated to Government run Salwa Judum camps near police 

stations or paramilitary police camps to prevent the Naxalites from recruiting 

villagers.
93

 Around 450,000 people are estimated to have internally displaced by the 

Naxalite conflict since 2005. IDPs staying in camps in Chhattisgarh had limited 

access to food and only some of them were receiving free rations. They also lacked 

shelter, sanitation facilities, access to health care services, and access to education.
94

 

 

According to National Commission for Protection of Child Rights, internally 

displaced children from Chhattisgarh were not being admitted to schools in Andhra 

Pradesh because they did not have school-leaving certificates and did not understand 

Telegu being the language of instruction in Andhra Pradesh. As of July 2009, 1,000 

to 1,500, displaced children were out of school, and there were only four residential 

bridge courses offered, which was not sufficient to cater to the needs of all displaced 

children who had missed out their schooling.
95

 

 

d) Gujarat 
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Communal violence between Hindus and Muslims in Gujarat from 28 

February to 2 March 2002 led to the death of more than 2,000 people and the 

displacement of about 250,000 people. As of December 2009, almost eight years 

after the violence, just over 19,000 IDPs are still living in 86 ’relief colonies’ set up 

by various organizations and civil society groups in October 2002 after the closure 

of official relief camps.
96

 The violence started after 58 Hindu pilgrims had been 

killed in a fire on a train in the Gujarat city of Godhra on 27 February. The death of 

these pilgrims sparked off intense violence in Gujarat. The violence was reportedly 

orchestrated by Hindu organizations under the umbrella of the Sangh Parivar, and 

officials of the governing Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) as well as the members of the 

police were allegedly complicit in it.
97

 

 

The plight of the displaced continued to be miserable. In June 2007, a 

Supreme Court appointed committee headed by N.C. Saxena found that 4,545 

Muslim families comprising around 30,000 persons who were displaced by the post 

Godhra communal riots were still living in miserable conditions in 81 relief camps 

in Gujarat. They faced acute scarcity of food and security. Only five of the 81 

colonies had government or government recognizes schools, and only four served 

mid-day meals to children. Only four colonies had fare price shops, and only 725 out 

of the 4,545 families were recognized as below poverty line.
98

 The report of the 

National Commission of Minorities found enough evidence to suggest that there 

continue to be large number of internally displaced families in Gujarat who are 

living in subhuman conditions in colonies constructed entirely by NGOs. There has 

been no support from the State to compensate them for their loss of habitual place of 

residence and normal livelihood or provide basic services and livelihood options to 

allow them to live with dignity in their present location. There has been no attempt 

to secure a safe environment or facilitate their return to their homes.
99

The factors 
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that cause displacement may be broadly grouped into two types; natural factors and 

man-made factors. 

 

i. Natural Factors causes internal displacement in India 

 

Natural factors present particular challenges for the fulfilment of national 

responsibility as regards protection from displacement. Earthquake, floods, tornados, 

tsunamis and other natural disasters are beyond the capacity of any state to prevent. 

However, the states are under an obligation to prevent the damage from such natural 

phenomena. This fact is evident from the ‘Hyogo Declaration’ adopted at World 

Conference on Disaster Reduction, held in Kobe, Japan in January 2005. States have 

the primary responsibility to protect the people and property on their territory from 

hazard and to give high priority to disaster risk reduction in national policy, 

consistent with their capacities and resources available to them. 

 

There are lakhs of people who are displaced every year due to natural 

calamities. Phenomenon like earthquake, landslides, floods are common. Most 

classifications of disaster identify two main types, natural and human made. Natural 

disasters maybe broken down into three subcategories, i.e., sudden impact, slow 

onset, and epidemic diseases, while human made disasters include two sub-

categories industrial/ technological disasters and complex emergencies. 

 

I. Sudden Impact Disasters 

 

This includes floods, droughts, famine, environmental degradation, 

deforestation, pest infestation, and desertification. These disasters are usually the 

result of adverse weather conditions combined with poor land use. 

 

II. Slow- onset Disasters 

 

Slow- onset disasters are generally natural processes occurring at a slower 

rate which interact with and are advanced by human activities. The processes 

include deforestation, land degradation, erosion, salinity, siltation, water logging, 

desertification and climate warming. Human-induced soil degradation is one factor 

which directly affects economic sufficiency in rural areas. Water availability is 
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another factor which may affect sustainable livelihoods. The linkage is much more 

indirect; in most cases, one or more of rapid population growth, economic decline, 

inequitable distribution of resources, lack of institutional support and political 

repression are also present.
100

 

 

III. Epidemic Disease 

 

Epidemic diseases such as cholera, measles, dysentery, respiratory 

infections, malaria and increasingly, HIV, generally do not trigger large-scale 

displacement even during a severe outbreak although displaced populations, 

especially those clustered in overcrowded and unsanitary conditions following a 

major disaster. 

 

IV. Industrial/ Technological Disasters 

 

The disasters result from a society’s industrial and technological activities 

that lead to spillage of hazardous materials, explosives and fires. They may occur 

from poor technology and construction of facilities or from negligence of safety 

procedure. 

 

V. Complex Emergencies 

 

They are usually human made with multiple contributing factors (these may 

include internal conflict and natural disaster) and are marked by large scale 

displacement, security, human rights, violations and elevated mortality. 

 

The declaration of the International Decade (1990-2000) for Natural Disaster 

Reduction (IDNDR)
101

 by the United Nations in 1989 was a major step towards 

global action on reduction of occurrences of such disasters and for minimisation of 

the adverse impacts of such hazards to the maximum level through concreted DM, 

the most striking focus being, the paradigm shift in the concept of DM from post 

disaster rescue, relief and reconstruction, to adopting a pre disaster pro-active 

approach. 
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The strategy and plan of action for a safer world, which was attended by UN 

member states, non-governmental organizations, the scientific, business and 

industrial community , affirmed that, disasters have mostly affected the poor and the 

socially excluded people in the developing countries, due to their higher degree of 

vulnerability to such situations; prevention, mitigation and preparedness are better 

than disaster response which is often carried out at a very high cost and yields only 

temporary relief, and that prevention contributes to lasting improvements in safety 

and is essential to integrated DM.
102

 

 

The concept of management has become broad and dynamic with the 

changing times. The environmentalists, sociologists, economist, administrators, 

behavioural scientists, legal experts and scientists look at management from 

different view points.
103

 With different viewpoints it can be asserted that it as an 

activity concerned with the orchestration of people, work and systems in the pursuit 

of organisational goals.
104

 DM is an applied and multidisciplinary area in which a 

wide range of issues from forecasting, warning, evacuation, search and rescue, 

relief, rehabilitation and resettlement are involved thus, needing men from 

administration, science and technology, legal experts, NGO�s and the communities 

and these roles and activities span the pre-disaster, disaster and post-DM.
105

 

Effective DM, therefore involves the implementation of the four crucial sequential 

series of action (a) Pre-disaster planning: this stage covers a wide range of 

preventive and mitigation activities such as knowing where and when disasters will 

strike, construction of defensive engineering works, land use planning through 

measures like coastal zone regulations, building hazard resistant buildings, 

formulating, dissemination and maintenance of evacuation plans and the like before 
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the event; (b) Preparedness: “Disaster preparedness is about managing the 

unknown, not a science but a social behaviour that is responsive, predictive and 

imaginative”.
106

 This stage is considered to be very crucial, as it reflects the degree 

of alertness immediately before the onset of the disaster. The most crucial aspect in 

this stage is the effectiveness with which the public officials mobilise evacuation 

plan, prepare shelter homes with all required essential supplies for the evacuees and 

the victims; (c) Relief and assistance: this is followed immediately after the disaster 

has hit; it includes emergency rescue and medical aid for the victims, supplying 

them with basic necessities like, food, clothing, medicine and shelter and (d) 

Recovery and Reconstruction: this period stretches over a longer duration as it 

rebuilds and rehabilitates the lives and property of victims and helps an area return 

to normalcy after severe devastation.
107

 These four sequential series are not 

conclusive but are very decisive in successfully handling disasters; these series of 

actions are also complementary and supplementary to each other. 

 

At present due to continuous environmental degradation flood and river-bank 

erosion in plains and landslides in hills have become endemic in Assam. This has 

caused innumerable deaths, destruction of property and population displacement. 

The intensity of flood, river-bank erosion and land slide has increased substantially 

over the years in terms of areas and victims claimed. Assam has lost 5, 95,155 

bighas of land due to erosion by the Brahmaputra between 1971-2009 on the basis of 

the information received from seven districts. A total of 40,246 families have been 

displaced by erosion. It is not only the river Brahmaputra but also other small and 

medium sized tributaries that cause damage and destruction in the plains of Assam 

i.e. Brahmaputra and Barak valley. Flood in Assam is an annual affair. Every year 

when monsoon hits India from June till September food inundates both the 

Brahmaputra and Barak valley in Assam forcing the residents to temporarily 

abandon their homes. Yet the government’s rescue and relief operations are not up 

to the mark to reach people in time. This results in huge loss of property, livestock 

and even human lives. River bank erosion during high flood is another annual 

feature. The extent of loss to the bank erosion varies from year to year depending on 
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severity of floods in the state. It is estimated that at least three million peasants have 

been displaced in recent years by erosion of prime agricultural land by the river 

Brahmaputra.
108

 

 

The problem of river-bank erosion in Assam started in 1950 that has turned 

ugly in following years. Every year, erosion renders thousands of families homeless 

and destroys their livelihood. Many of these people are forced to live in sub human 

conditions on embankments and roads. These people have lost their right to live with 

dignity. What is more disturbing is the future of the children of these distressed 

families. Some people have spent more than 10/20 years of their lives on roads and 

embankments. Another hazard that sometimes comes with the flood and flash flood 

is the degradation of thousands of acres of farm lands and wet lands due to 

deposition of sand debris.  

 

India does not have definite policy or law to provide for specific needs of 

internally displaced persons and if we look at the handling of the situations of 

displacement in India, it can be easily assumed that India is lagging behind in the 

matter of protection of human rights of internally displaced persons. Further there is 

also lack of awareness amongst the members of the civil society. Even media 

attention is not uniform towards the entire displaced population as conflict-induced 

displaces get some sort of attention whenever conflict erupts, other categories of 

displaced population are not lucky enough to get it and there plights always remain 

behind the screen. 

 

Displacement in India has been caused by various kinds of development 

projects, ethnic conflicts, and natural disasters such as earthquake, cyclone, flood, 

riverbank erosion, drought, landslide, desertification, etc. The displacement by dams 

is only one kind which contributes around 50% of the total DPs and IDPs 

population. The provisions of the National Rehabilitation Policy drafted by the 

ministry of rural development are in no way appropriate to address all kinds of 

displacement and subtle differential impacts of displacement in each of the cases. 

The policy draws heavily from the existing rehabilitation policies for water 
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resources PAFs of Gujarat, Orissa, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, MP and Karnataka and 

covers only development projects and leaves others.  The policy privileges the 

displacement by dams and fails to address the issues arising out of other kinds of 

displacement-related cases. Unfortunately, dam related displacement has been 

mistaken to be coterminous with all development-related displacement and this error 

has influenced the provisions for rehabilitation.
109

 

 

The tsunami of December 26, 2004, devastated thousands of communities 

along the coastline of the Indian Ocean. More than 240,000 people were killed. Tens 

of thousands went missing and are presumed dead, and more than a million people 

were displaced. Those most affected by the tsunami were the poor, including fisher 

folk, coastal workers with small retail or tourist businesses, workers in the tourism 

industry, migrants, and those who farmed close to coastal areas. The majority of 

those who dies were women and children.
110

 

 

Immediately following the tsunami, international aid agencies feared that 

human traffickers might seize the opportunity to compel those most vulnerable 

(women, children and migrant workers) into situations of forced labour. Other 

human rights problems, including arbitrary arrests, recruitment of children into 

fighting forces, discrimination in aid distribution, enforced relocation, sexual and 

gender- based violence, loss of documentation, as well as issues of restitution, and 

land and property tenure soon emerged in certain tsunami-affected areas. As we 

have seen in the aftermath of hurricane Katrina, which devastated coastal areas in 

the southern United States, natural disasters often catch national and local 

governments and relief agencies unprepared to deal with the massive exigencies of 

emergency relief and management, and can expose victims of these catastrophes to 

violations of human rights.
111

 

Victims of natural disasters are protected by a host of human rights treaties 

and agreements. Both the UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement and the 

Sphere Project’s Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Disaster 
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Response protect victims of natural disaster and guide relief effort to ensure that 

those displaced receive access to adequate and essential relief-including food, 

shelter and medical care. These Guiding Principles maintain that internally displaced 

persons have the right to request and to receive protection and assistance from 

national authorities who, in turn, have the primary duty and responsibility to protect 

and assist populations within their jurisdiction. 

 

Natural disasters can exacerbate pre-existing vulnerabilities of populations 

already at risks. Poverty- striken groups living in sub standards housing, on unstable 

ground, or in flood plains are usually the principal victims of these disasters. Often 

these groups have experienced ongoing discrimination because their ethnicity, 

religion, class, or gender, which has left them living in fragile physical 

environments.
112 

 

 

Isolated in camps, the internally displaced often are sidelined as government 

officials in distant towns and cities formulate and implement resettlement and 

rebuilding programs, sometimes in favour of special interests. Uncoordinated relief 

efforts run the risk of exacerbating these problems, especially where there is weak 

government oversight of the activities of international agencies and aid 

organisations. A tension can develop between government appropriating all 

decision-making to itself or allowing nongovernmental organisations to carry out 

their missions as they see fit. Lack of a middle ground leaves survivors with no one 

turn to for assistance.
113

 

 

ii. Man- Made Factors cause internal displacement in India 

 

Actions of man resulted into displacement of people. It consists of a wide 

spectrum of factors- ranging from war to development. These factors are “armed 

conflicts”, Internal factors or political/ secessionist movement, ethnic or caste- 

induced violence, and environmental and development- induced displacement. 

These factors have been discussed in detail as under: 
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I. Displacement by War or Armed Conflict 

 

In countries like Afghanistan, Colombia, the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, Georgia, Kenya, Liberia, Pakistan, the Philippines, Somalia and Sudan, IDPs 

as they are labelled have been driven from their homes and deprived of security, 

shelter, food, water, livelihood and the support of their communities. The hardship 

they endure is often so extreme it threatens their survival.
114

  

 

In armed conflict, displacement is frequently caused by violations of 

international humanitarian law (IHL) or fundamental human rights. Indeed, were 

existing laws adhered to most people displaced by violence would be able to remain 

at home. But they are not, and with the military, armed groups and authorities failing 

to fulfil their obligations many flee several times.
115

  

 

Much of what IHL prohibits is commonplace: attacks on civilians and 

civilian property, the starving of civilians as a method of warfare, reprisals, the use 

of civilians as human shields, the destruction of objects essential to their survival, 

and the obstruction of relief supplies and assistance necessary for the survival of the 

civilian population. But despite the fact that IHL is legally binding on both State and 

non-State actors, many of its rules are disregarded. And although most States have 

recognized the United Nations’ Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement which 

are based on humanitarian and human rights rules a strong commitment is needed to 

address the challenges resulting from the growing problem of displacement. As 

displacement continues, often unabated for extended periods, the humanitarian 

challenges it brings are immense, not least for a coherent, well coordinated and 

comprehensive response from the international community.
116

  

 

When the ICRC steps in to help IDPs, it considers the total context in which 

displacement occurs. It finds that those who stay or host the displaced can be as 

vulnerable as those who flee, or even more so, as can be those who return. Some 

who flee may not run directly from fighting or attacks, but from the economic 
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consequences and disrupted access to essential goods and services. The greatest 

need exists among people, displaced or not, who too often are out of sight of the 

world at large and, for most international organizations, unreachable.
117

 

 

Displacement in India has been primarily caused by armed conflict and 

ethnic violence, often targeting civilians and vulnerable groups. The Indian IDP 

situation contrasts others, such as in Colombia where the national government has 

incorporated the GPID into the legal system. In India, denial of displacement has 

overshadowed the creation of domestic legislation for IDPs. National responsibility 

has been accepted only for those displaced by the Kashmir conflict, although these 

people are identified as ‘migrants’ rather than IDPs in order for the government to 

avoid providing assistance on humanitarian grounds and deny state weakness in 

protecting citizens. Though there are over 650,000 IDPs nationwide, there is no 

central government agency or policy for monitoring and implementing strategies for 

IDPs and the State Human Rights Commission (SHRC) in the semi-autonomous 

Jammu and Kashmir has no policy to manage issues of internal displacement.  India 

has denied the access of international agencies in several areas, believing that 

‘humanitarian assistance’ is becoming a facade under which larger states can 

interfere in its affairs. Additionally, the government has placed restrictions on staff 

from humanitarian relief agencies in Assam, Nagaland and Manipur.
118

 

 

The lack of a federal agency to monitor displacement has caused significant 

coordination problems in responding to IDP needs. State governments have been 

delegated the role of responding to human rights issues pertaining to conflict and 

IDPs in their own territories and responses are established at the state level. This has 

raised issues due to state laws such as the Armed Forces Special Powers Act 

(AFSPA) in the Northeast, and the parallel Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) 

Special Powers Act, both of which permit the declaration of ‘disturbed areas’ 

whereby government security personnel are allowed unrestrained and unjustified use 

of excessive force.
119
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Under the AFSPA the government can declare any state or union territory a 

“disturbed area,” a declaration that allows security forces to fire on any person to 

“maintain law and order” and to arrest any person “against whom reasonable 

suspicion exists” without informing the detainee of the grounds for arrest.
120

 

 

This act has allowed much displacement to occur and continue, particularly 

in the Northeast where it has been used to target ethnic groups such as forest 

inhabitants in Assam and has resulted in military operations that forced 1,500 

villagers from their homes in Manipur in 2010. State involvement in the causes of 

displacement has resulted in a situation where response to IDP needs has been 

minimal. The lack of support networks for IDPs has led to protection being far from 

adequate when measured against international norms and standards for IDP 

protection and human rights, with a concerning difference between state government 

responses in Jammu and Kashmir and the Northeast.
121

 

 

II. Internal displacement by Political causes, including secessionist movements 

 

In Kashmir’s ‘war’ between state forces and militants, the killing of kashmiri 

Pandits by fundamentalist secessionist groups like Hizbul Mujahedeen, the 

widespread anarchy created by political instability and the continuous violation of 

fundamental human rights by both the state and militant groups, have led to large 

scale displacement, mainly of Kashmiri Pandits (estimated at 250,000), to Jammu 

and cities like Delhi.
122

  

 

North-east India has witnessed two major armed conflicts: the Naga 

movement primarily led to the National Socialist Council of Nagaland, and the 

Assam movement led by the All Assam Students Union and now largely taken over 

by the extremist United Liberation Front of Assam. The violence and retaliatory 

responses from the government and other forces opposed to the secessionists 

continue to generate a steady flow of displaced people. The parallel violence 
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including that of clashes between the Kukis in Manipur and Bodos and the Santhals 

in Assam have in fact generated with large scale displacement than any other well 

known movement in the state.
123

 

 

III. Internal displacement by Identity- based autonomy movements 

 

Identity- based autonomy movements have also led to violence and 

displacement. This has happened in Punjab and more recently in the Bodo 

Autonomous Council area of western Assam. ‘Cleansing’ of non-Bodo communities 

by the Boros, through plunder, arson, massacre and persecution, had forced a large 

number of non-Bodos to flee. They now live in camps.
124

 

 

IV. Internal displacement by Localised Violence 

 

Internal Displacement has arisen from localised violence which includes 

factors like ethnicity, race/ caste, communalism etc. all these factors have caused 

major displacement India. There have been frequent tensions between the Muslims 

and Hindus who constitute the majority population in the states. Incidences like the 

Babri- Masjid demolition, retaliatory or reprisal attacks of the Godhara train carnage 

have caused communal violence and riots leading to displacement of large number 

of people, mostly Muslims. India’s North- Eastern state which is known for its rich 

culture, has failed to unite with these cultural values. Culture has failed to bind these 

people instead they are driven with conflict between one or more ethnic groups of 

people. The influx or migrants from neighbouring areas have aggravated the 

situation leading further to ethnic conflicts over land and strive for political 

autonomy or secession.
125

  

 

Another factor which may or has led to localise violence vis-à-vis internal 

displacement is the slogan of fundamentalist like ‘son-of-soil policy’. Thousands of 

Hindu-speaking people, predominantly from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, fled Assam 
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after ULFA launched campaign ordering them to leave Assam or be killed. Similar 

situation was to be seen in Bombay recently.
126

  

 

Lastly, displacement due to localises violence has arisen out of sociological 

reasons like caste stigma which is found mostly in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. Dalits or 

so called ‘untouchables’ known in Indian legal terms as scheduled castes are 

vulnerable to forced displacement in the aftermath of episodes of caste violence. In a 

report submitted to the UN Commission on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination, it is argued that the typical scenario is one where the Dalit villages 

are attacked and looted by neighbouring upper caste villages, forcing them to settle 

for months in temporary homes on government property. The perpetrators, largely 

enjoy full immunity and little is done to help the displaced Dalits return home or to 

prosecute those responsible for the attack.
127

 

 

V. Development Induced Displacement   

 

Each year, millions of persons are forcibly displaced by development 

projects, whether dams, roads, reservoirs or oil, gas and mining projects. While such 

projects can bring enormous benefits to society, they also impose costs, which are 

often borne by its poorest and most marginalized members. Impoverishment and 

disempowerment often become their lot, with particularly harsh consequences for 

women and children.
128

 

An uneven development is a bad thing and sustainable development is a 

good thing but, for the most part, underdeveloped countries and communities seek to 

become more developed, whether that is through improving health and livelihoods, 

expanding educational opportunities, or building infrastructure. But, as the citations 

above suggest, development does not benefit everyone equally and for some indeed, 

for millions of people around the world development has cost them their homes, 

their livelihoods, their health, and even their very lives. The suffering of those 
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displaced by development projects can be as severe, and the numbers as large, as 

those displaced either internally or internationally by conflict and violence. What 

follows is an examination of the often-overlooked phenomenon of development-

induced displacement, its causes, consequences and challenges for the international 

community.
129

 

 

Assessments sponsored by the World Bank have estimated that every year 

since 1990, roughly 10 million people worldwide have been displaced involuntarily 

by infrastructural development projects.  In India alone, during the last 50 years, an 

estimated 25 million have been displaced by development projects.  In that same 

period in China, development projects displaced more than 40 million people, 

including 13.6 million in the 1990s.  Such estimates, though large, may be as 

incomplete as they are imprecise. While victims of disaster especially natural 

disaster generally are the focus of sympathetic attention and international aid (as are 

many of those displaced by conflict), the same cannot be said for victims of 

development-induced displacement, although the consequences may be comparably 

dire. As a multi-year study of development-induced displacement by the World 

Commission on Dams concluded, “impoverishment and disempowerment have been 

the rule rather than the exception with respect to resettled people around the 

world.”
130

 

 

Another area that requires more attention is the protection of persons who are 

obliged to leave their homes due to development projects, including urban planning 

and construction activities. Such persons are without doubt internally displaced 

persons. This is explicitly recognized by the Kampala Convention which addresses 

displacement induced by development projects. The Centre on Housing Rights and 

Evictions (COHRE), a non-governmental organization, estimates that 1.6 million 

people were forcibly evicted in 2007 and 2008 in many cases without consultation, 

adequate alternatives or compensation and therefore contrary to the Guiding 

Principles. UN-HABITAT has warned that forced evictions are increasing. Profound 

socio-economic change in rapidly growing urban centres, increased efforts to exploit 
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natural resources (including renewable sources of energy), and mega events such as 

international sporting events are all contributing factors.
131

 

 

Extensive research findings presented by the World Commission on Dams 

have shown that between 40 and 80 million people have been forced to leave their 

homes as a result of the construction of large hydroelectric dams alone. In 1994 the 

Government of India admitted that 10 million people displaced by dams, mines, 

deforestation and other development projects were still “awaiting rehabilitation”, a 

figure regarded as very conservative by most independent researchers. According to 

a conservative estimate there are at least 21 million development-induced displaced 

in India.
132

 

 

In the 1950s and 1960s, it may be said that the dominant view in 

development was informed by modernization theory, which, put crudely, saw 

development as transforming traditional, simple, Third World societies into modern, 

complex, Westernized ones. Seen in this light, large-scale, capital-intensive 

development projects accelerated the pace toward a brighter and better future. If 

people were uprooted along the way, that was deemed a necessary evil or even an 

actual good, since it made them more susceptible to change.38 In recent decades, 

however, a “new development paradigm” has been articulated, one that promotes 

poverty reduction, environmental protection, social justice, and human rights. In this 

paradigm, development is seen as both bringing benefits and imposing costs. Among 

its greatest costs has been the involuntary displacement of millions of vulnerable 

people.
133

 

According to the “Declaration on the Right to Development 1986” adopted 

by the United Nations ratified that, all human beings are constituted, inter alia, by 

the denial of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, and considering 

that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are indivisible and interdependent 

and that, in order to promote development, equal attention and urgent consideration 

should be given to the implementation, promotion and protection of civil, political, 

economic, social and cultural rights and that, accordingly, the promotion of, respect 
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for and enjoyment of certain human rights and fundamental freedoms cannot justify 

the denial of other human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

 

The Declaration ratified under Article 1(1) that; 

“The right to development is an inalienable human right by virtue of which 

every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, contribute to, and 

enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in which all human 

rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized”. 

 

By virtue of this right, every human person and all people are entitled to 

participate in contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political 

development in which all human rights and fundamental freedoms would be fully 

realised. 

 

Clause (2) of the said Article provides; 

“The human right to development also implies the full realization of the right 

of peoples to self-determination, which includes, subject to the relevant provisions 

of both International Covenants on Human Rights, the exercise of their inalienable 

right to full sovereignty over all their natural wealth and resources”. 

Article (2) Clause (3) thereof provides; 

“States have the right and the duty to formulate appropriate national 

development policies that aim at the constant improvement of the well-being of the 

entire population and of all individuals, on the basis of their active, free and 

meaningful participation in development and in the fair distribution of the benefits 

resulting there from”.  

 

The declaration recognises and enjoins that it is the State’s primary duty to 

create conditions favourable to the realisation of the right to development. Article 

2(3) thereof, it reminds the State of its duty to co-operate with each other and create 

development and elimination of obstacles to development. 

 

Article 6(2) states that; 

“All human rights and fundamental freedoms are indivisible and 

interdependent; equal attention and urgent consideration should be given to the 
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implementation, promotion and protection of civil, political, economic, social and 

cultural rights”. 

 

In aggregate terms, DIDR often affects the economically, politically, and 

socially most vulnerable and marginalized groups in a population. However, at the 

individual and community levels, impoverishment risks associated with resettlement 

can be felt more intensely by certain segments of the displaced population.
134

 

 

In general, the issue of gender disparities in resettlement operations has been 

ignored in the literature. A small number of studies have shown that women often 

experience the adverse consequences of forced resettlement more strongly than men. 

For example, compensation payments are usually paid to the heads of households, 

which can concentrate the cash value of family assets in male hands, leaving women 

and children at higher risk of deprivation. Another form of gender discrimination in 

compensation criteria in Orissa, where entitlement to land compensation for 

unmarried persons is set at age 18 for men and age 30 for women. Other research 

has shown that, in urban development projects, women can be harder hit by 

displacement because they are more likely to derive income from small businesses 

located at or near their residences. In rural areas, women can be more adversely 

affected because they are often more dependent than men on common property 

resources for income sources. Participatory methods of resettlement planning can 

also expose the ways in which women can be prevented from shaping and/or 

benefiting from projects. For example, Guggenheim’s (1993) discussion of 

Mexico’s Zimapan Dam Project highlights that, at first, women were common 

participants in community consultations because their husbands were working away 

from home for the agricultural harvest. The women’s demands changed resettlement 

plans to include not only land compensation but also credit to open sewing and 

baking enterprises. However, once the consultations began producing tangible 

results, men began attending in place of their wives.
135
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For children, resettlement often interrupts schooling. In many households, 

owing to drops in income and living standards, children may never return to school, 

instead being drafted into the labour market earlier than might otherwise have 

occurred. Other groups, such as the elderly and the disabled, might also face higher 

risk intensities in the displacement and resettlement processes, although, as for the 

other groups, the conditions of the project, resettlement procedure, and resettlement 

site play a role in determining which groups, if any, experience different and more 

intense risks.
136

 Hence, we can study the causes of development induced 

displacement under the following heads: 

 

1. Internal Displacement caused by Mining 

 

The mining industry is frequently associated with decisions that have 

enormous social consequences. One of the most negative effects of mining today is 

the forcing of thousands of people to abandon their current places of residence. Gold 

mines in Tarkwa, open-cast copper mines in Papua New Guinea, coal mines in 

Jharkhand (India), lignite mines in Germany, and diamond mines in Zimbabwe are 

just a few examples of activities leading to the displacement of large numbers of 

people worldwide. Today, mining-induced displacement constitutes a major social 

problem and a challenge for human rights. In India mining development displaced 

more than 2.55 million people between 1950 and 1990. It is therefore of great 

importance to conduct its profound analysis as well as inspire broad public debate. 

According to the WBED report, the thermal projects including mining was the cause 

of about 10.3 percent of the development-induced displacement caused by World 

Bank-financed projects (active in 1993).
137

 

 

Displacement involves not only the physical eviction from a dwelling, but 

also the expropriation of productive lands and other assets to make possible an 

alternative use. Affected peoples (APS) are those who stand to lose, as a 

consequence of the project, all or part of their physical and non-physical assets, 
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including homes; communities; productive lands; resources such as forests, 

rangelands, fishing areas, or important cultural sites; commercial properties; 

tenancy; income-earning opportunities; and social and cultural networks and 

activities. APS may also include “host communities” when a large population is 

displaced onto the land of a smaller existing (host) population. Rehabilitation refers 

to restoring the incomes, livelihoods, and social systems of the displacees to at least 

the level of their pre-project status.
138

 

 

India is the third largest producer of hard coal in the world, next only to 

China and USA. Coal production in the country experienced a tenfold increase from 

30 million tons in 1947 to 298.97 million tons in 1999-2000. Coal India is the main 

state-owned company operating in this field. Coal India and its subsidiary coal 

companies operate more than 500 mines. Of these, 70 percent are underground and 

o0 percent are open cast mines. While the bulk of Coal India’s production comes 

from open cast mines, employment is concentrated in under-ground mines. In 1995-

96, out of the total coal produced by Coal India, 76 percent came from open cast 

mines and 24 percent from underground mines.
139

  

 

Jharkhand is one of the most prominent states where mining is one of the 

significant economic activities. It is estimated to have more than one-third of the 

country’s coal deposits. With the post-independence industrialization and especially 

the recent wave of liberalisation, due to its natural deposits and resources, the state 

has been one of the favourite destinations for irrigation, mining and power projects. 

This has brought with it the forced displacement of the original inhabitants of the 

region.
140

 

 

One of the main coal mine projects in Jharkhand is Rajmahal Coal Project 

that has displaced 6,000 families, Parej East Opencast Mine, which has displaced a 
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total 595 families and Piparwar Coal Project that has displaced 460 families 

officially; unofficial estimates of this are, however, 15,000 families.
141

 

 

A case with respect to mining operation arose in Dehradun Valley 

Litigation.
142

 In this case the impact of mining operation not only had impact upon 

the environment but it had caused landslide, thereby resulting in displacement. 

Another important case in this respect is the Samantha case.
143

 In this case, mining 

operation were being carried out mostly within scheduled areas causing alienation of 

the tribal’s from their land and transfer of tribal land to non-tribal’s the court held 

that where such activities are being carried out in tribal areas then it is the duty of 

the court to see that a part of the profits earned by the lessees should be spent for 

ameliorating the living conditions of the tribal’s by the lessees.
144

 

 

The judgement in this case also reveals the fact that ‘displacement’ was not 

‘fact in issue’ as much as ‘degradation of environment was’. The current law and 

policy governing mining or for that matter, development projects, allow wholesale 

destruction of forests but does not encourage or facilitate potentially less harmful 

uses of forest product by local people.
145

 

 

2. Internal Displacement caused by Dams  

 

There is a large scale displacement of human beings due to construction of 

large dams in India, in general. A deeper analysis is needed on the issues of rationale 

of dam building, the processes and procedures of land acquisition from the original 

land owners, especially the tribals residing in the remote areas, either inside or 

adjacent to the forests, the ills of the so called compensation, resettlement and 

rehabilitation.
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Falling water is the source of one-quarter of the world’s electricity today. 

despite the billions of dollars spent on nuclear power, hydropower maintains a 
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substantial lead over nuclear energy given the myriad economic and environmental 

problems facing nuclear power. Compared with other sources of electricity (oil, coal 

and nuclear energy), hydropower has environmental advantages. In a world 

suffering from inflation and fossils fuel depletion, hydropower offers stable prices 

and permanence. Hydropower complexes will be producing power long after the oil 

wells run dry and coal fields are exhausted, if properly managed.
147

 

 

It was during the nineteenth century that hydropower became a major source 

of electricity as well as of mechanical power. In 1822, turbine was first used to 

produce electricity and it steadily increased the world’s electricity supply. At first, 

this technology was widespread in the developed countries especially in the United 

States and the Soviet Union in the 1930s and also shifted increasingly to the Third 

World. The success of large dams in the developed countries has drawn many Third 

World leaders to this energy source and pronounced these as highly visible symbols 

of progress that facilitate the growth of heavy industry and enhance the prestige and 

value in developing countries.
148

 

 

There was a rapid increase in large dam construction during the last century. 

In 1900, there were only 600 big dams in existence and many of them were built in 

Asia and Africa. It grew about, 5,000 big dams by 1949 and by the end of the 

twentieth century over 45,000 large dams were built in over 140 countries. Thus, 

over 90 percent of big dams were built over the 40 years. China, which had only 22 

dams prior to 1949, has built around 22,000 large dams, close to half of the world’s 

total number.
149

  

 

Large dams have significantly altered many of the world’s river basins with 

involuntary impacts on the ‘livelihoods’ and the socio-economic foundation of 

millions of people. The livelihood impacts caused by dams on people are 

particularly devastating in Asia, Africa and Latin America. The scale and extent of 

impacts will vary depending on location, size and other characteristics, such as 

inundated area and population density in the river basin. The number of people 
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deriving their livelihood directly from the river and its ecosystem, and the overall 

population density in the river basin, gives an indication of the potential impacts.
150

 

 

The ‘indigenous people’ or the ‘tribals’ are mostly the victims of the 

displacement. The sources of livelihood of tribals are closely associated to the 

forestland; relying on a number of activities, including hunting, fishing, gathering 

and shifting cultivation. It becomes too complex for them to sustain, while shifting 

their ‘forest economy’ to a non-forest economy. ‘Gender’ is the vital element, while 

understanding the impacts of involuntary displacement. It not only results in terms 

of losses and destructions of goods and property but also alters the people’s lives 

and their social fabric. The displaced, coming to a new environment, lose their 

former support structure and it affects the social roles and responsibilities of men 

and women. Women have a major role in contributing to their household livelihoods 

and their dislocation results in loss of their livelihoods and such situations promote 

alcoholism, prostitution, gambling, etc., and it effects the lives and status of women. 

They also sometimes face physical and sexual violence in a newly relocated 

place.
151

 

 

The process of modern development in post independent India was related to 

the role of state as a primary agent for advancing the agenda of development. 

Development was marked by large scale, capital-intensive projects, and an 

international system of aid for infrastructure projects for increases in agricultural 

productivity and livestock management. Development categories included large 

dams, irrigation projects, urban infrastructure, transportation, power plants, mining, 

park and forest reserves, agricultural expansion and population redistribution 

schemes. While these categories may be beneficial in the broad development 

paradigm it has resulted in fostering social and economic inequalities, serving the 

interests of narrow elite, destroying the environment, displacing and impoverishing 

people dependent on land. In post-independence India movements like the Narmada 

Bachao Andolan against the Sardar Sarovar dam, the Tehri Bandh Virodhi Sangthan 

have brought into focus serious issues regarding the planning of development 

projects, and the paradigm of development itself. It has exposed the fraud, deceit and 
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suppression perpetrated in the name of "public purpose" and "national interest", 

while indicating - along with similar movements - the 3 alternative path of humane, 

just and sustainable governance rooted in a truly democratic polity.
 152

 

 

The Tehri Dam project, a multipurpose project with a reservoir storage 

spread over 45 square kilometres is supposed to generate 1000MW of power, 

irrigate 2.70 lakh ha in western Uttar Pradesh, and provide 300 cusecs of drinking 

water for Delhi and 200 cusecs of drinking water for towns and villages of Uttar 

Pradesh (Shiva and Jalees 2003). Apart from these benefits the Tehri Hydro 

Development Corporation brochure mentions integrated development of the 

Garwhal region, including construction of new Tehri town with provision of all civic 

facilities, improved communication, education, health, tourism, development of 

horticulture, fisheries, and afforestation of the region. The dam construction began 

in 1978 amidst police protection as protests gathered momentum. The dam is the 

highest earth and rock fill dam in Asia and the fourth largest in the world. The dam 

affected the Tehri town and 125 villages of which thirty-seven were fully submerged 

and eighty-seven partially submerged (HRC 1997). Estimates are that around 85,000 

people have been displaced  in both rural and urban locations as a contribution to the 

painted rock messages enroute to the dam “Nation before Self”.
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Gender is most commonly used to refer to social roles, social relations and 

social practices. Gender encompasses structuring of power and resources, and the 

ways in which certain groups and forms of knowledge have gained legitimacy over 

others. Gender is a powerful social and cultural construct determining the ways in 

which social relations are structured between men and women. Gender is central to 

how societies assign roles, responsibilities, resources and rights between men and 

women. It constitutes the entire gamut of relations that govern the social, cultural 

and economic exchanges between women and men in different arenas from the 

household to the community, state and multilateral agencies.
154
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Gender is not merely about bodies, it also includes the institutionalization of 

masculine and feminine values in the practices of organizations, institutions and the 

state. Gendered values and practices thus have the potential of marginalizing certain 

groups of people, including third world peasants, tribals, women and poor. In the 

context of development projects, gender becomes especially significant for several 

reasons. Gender and class (class/race) based division of labour, distribution of 

property and power, structure people‘s interactions with nature and in the process 

structure effects of environmental change on people and their responses to it. The 

differences in the divisions of power, labour and property, based upon perceived and 

ritualized gender differences, result in women and men of the same class 

experiencing environment in different ways, hence having a different knowledge of 

the environment. For example, peasants and rural women, especially the poor play a 

crucial role as providers, producers and managers. As such, these women experience 

displacement in a specifically gendered way as it affects their everyday lives. 

 

Gender analysts also point to the way in which these development projects 

are borne differently by women and men. Several studies elaborate on vulnerable 

communities like women and children that tend to be impacted by displacement in 

ways that require an evaluation beyond monetary loss of land.
155

  Additionally in an 

unequal context of gender, disparities tend to be further exacerbated. Many 

international conventions have drawn attention to gender justice and reduction in 

gender inequality. India remains committed to many of these conventions but there 

exists a gap between on the ground realities and government‘s commitment to these 

rights. Often rules that are intended to protect women, list women as dependents, 

rather than full. State institutions often end up marginalizing women because of their 

ignorance as to what constitutes gender sensitive programs that are suitable to local 

needs of the people. These gender inequalities are comparatively more starkly 

evident in this hill region of Uttaranchal where women are the backbone of the hill 

economy and most men migrate to the plains in search of jobs.
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Women have been responsible, in this subsistence or survival economies for 

water, food, fuel, fodder, habitat etc. forming the survival needs of the family. 

Collection of minor forest produce and herbs not only provided extra income to 

women but valuable nutrition and medicinal support. Animal husbandry was also an 

important supplemental activity that contributed to household income. The family 

members normally shared a single roof living under a single patrilineal unit. The 

families were mostly subsistence farming communities that provided enough for 

them to survive as the topography did not allow them to market or reap surplus 

produce. Thus women had free access to these resources, which they claimed by 

traditional rights while men migrated to the cities to ensure a more adequate 

livelihood. Most men worked in the plains and sent money home to the women who 

took care of the children, aged and the household. 

 

There was also a marked difference in the living conditions of communities 

in their earlier places of residence and the present sites of relocation. The Ganga in 

the pre displacement sites was not only a free flowing river but also a sustains in 

terms of providing them fish, fuel wood, drinking water and water for irrigation. 

They never experienced scarcity of water even in the hottest summer. This depicts 

the condition of many women who lived in the old town of Tehri by the riverside 

where water was easily accessible. The new town of Tehri has been constructed at a 

height of 2000 meters and water has to be pumped from the river at two different 

points to reach the town. Women experience great difficulty in accessing water as 

the water pumped to the tanks reaches the taps at times only once a week, and at 

other times for a couple of hours in the morning. While tankers and community hand 

pumps try to fulfill this gap in demand and supply of water, the construction of the 

city is such that it is difficult to carry water from tanker supplies to their homes, 

situated on considerable heights.
157

 

 

In fact the opposition against the Tehri Dam began in the mid 1970s. Initially 

it enjoyed the support of all political parties. As construction advance the opposition 

started to lose its impetus. The expert opinion on the safety of the project was 

divided and during this period a sum of over Rupees 3 billion had already been spent 
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on the project. The Supreme Court also took an easy way out. It quite rightly 

disclaimed experts to render any fine opinion on the rival contention of the expert. 

The Court opined; 

“In our opinion the court can only investigate and adjudicate the question as to 

whether the government was conscious to the inherent danger as pointed out by the 

petitioners and applied its minimum to the safety of the dam”. 

 

The court found that the government had indeed considered the question of 

safety, and hence rejected the petitioners’ challenge. Litigation with respect to mega 

project reached its zenith in Narmada Bachao Andolan case.
158

 The case dealt with 

Sardar Sarovar Project. The case raised many problems. One of the problems raised 

was with regard to displacement of people, inter alia their rehabilitation and 

resettlement. If we go by the judgement we find the following portion relevant; 

“The allegation that the said project was not in the national or public interest is not 

correct seeing to the need of water for burgeoning population which is most critical 

and important. Dams play a vital role in providing irrigation for food security, 

domestic and industrial water supply, hydroelectric power and keeping flood waters 

back.”
159

 

 

The Court further held; 

“that the forcible displacement of tribals and other marginal farmers from their 

land and other sources of livelihood for a project which was not in the national or 

public interest was a violation of their fundamental rights under Article 21of the 

Constitution of India read with ILO Convention 107 to which India is a 

signatory”.
160

 

 

The petitioner’s contention was that their major lacuna in the resettlement 

and rehabilitation was that different resettlement and rehabilitation package was 

being provided. To this the Court opined; 

“The Sardar Sarovar Projects as they stand are flawed, that resettlement and 

rehabilitation of all those displaced by the projects is not possible under the 
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prevailing circumstances, and that the environmental impacts of the projects have 

not been properly considered or adequately addressed. R&R situation in each of the 

three states were different due to different geographical, local and economic 

conditions and availability of land in the States. The liberal package available to the 

SSP oustees in Gujarat is not available to the project affected people of other 

projects in Gujarat. We also agree that work should have been done earlier on the 

issue of people affected by the canal in Gujarat. However, we do not share the view 

that resettlement would be virtually impossible even if Maharashtra and Madhya 

Pradesh adopted the liberal resettlement package provided for displaced people by 

the State of Gujarat. Given the experience so far, and the fact that most of the 

impact of submergence on people will not occur until 1997, there is still time to 

develop meaningful R&R packages and programs in consultation with the affected 

peoples. There is no requirement that the liberalisation of the packages by three 

States should be the same extent and at the same time, the State cannot be faulted if 

the package which is offered though not identical with each other, is more liberal 

than the one envisaged in the Tribunal’s Award”.
161

 

 

In light of the immensity of the SSP and the magnitude of its impact on local 

populations, the Indian government established the Narmada Water Disputes 

Tribunal Award ("NWDT Award") in 1979. The NWDT Award sets the policy 

framework for resettlement and rehabilitation associated with the SSP. According to 

the Supreme Court, the NWDT Award is the benchmark for resettlement and 

rehabilitation, and the high court has held that it is binding on the three involved 

states in western India The primary purpose of the NWDT Award is to establish 

conditions regarding the resettlement and rehabilitation of those displaced by SSP 

submergence.81 One of the conditions provides that relief is only available for 

"Project Affected Persons" ("PAPs"), who are defined as families that lose their 

legally owned land to the reservoirs. The NWDT Award does not recognize families 

that lose their land to canals, suffer secondary displacement due to loss of their land 

to resettlement sites, or those that are affected downstream of the SSP.
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The SSP's current scheme of execution is particularly harmful to displaced 

persons who do not fall under the definition of PAPs. Officially recognized PAPs, 

according to the NWDT Award, are only those whose land is submerged. Given the 

fact that the SSP causes significant displacement near canals and downstream areas, 

the criteria for determining which IDPs qualify for compensation must be broader 

and more inclusive.
163

 

 

The Indian government treats such displacement differently, and the large 

number of displaced people living near the canals or in downstream areas will not 

receive compensation. Although they are also victims of forced evictions due to SSP 

construction, they are left homeless because they do not meet the criteria to be 

considered official PAPs. Thus, the NWDT Award's limited definition of PAPs 

forcibly evicts people from their homes and violates the right to housing according 

to the Supreme Court's interpretation of Article 21 of the Constitution in Ram 

Prasad.
164

 

  

When such projects are undertaken and hundreds of crores of public money 

is spent, individual or organisations in the garb of PIL cannot be permitted to 

challenge the policy decision taken after a lapse of time. It is against the national 

interest and contrary to the established principles of law that decisions to undertake 

developmental projects are permitted to be challenged after a number of years 

during which period public money has been spent in the execution of the project. 

 

This Court has entertained this petition with a view to satisfy itself that there 

is proper implementation of the relief and rehabilitation measurers at least to the 

extent they have been ordered by the Tribunals Award. In short it was only the 

concern of this Court for the protection of the fundamental rights of the oustees 

under Article 21 of the Constitution of India which led to the entertaining of this 

petition. It is the Relief and Rehabilitation measures that this Court is really 

concerned with and the petition in regard to the other issues raised is highly belated. 

Though it is, therefore, not necessary to do so, we however presently propose to deal 

with some of the other issues raised. 
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The debate over large dam is continues. The Supreme Court lay down in 

unambiguous about that large dams bring prosperity, even better environment. It is 

also a fact that dams has led to displacement of people for thousands of years and 

continues in leading to an intermixing of diverse cultures. The Narmada decision 

highlights the people in other development sites are better off than people living in 

villages in the vicinity no development projects has come. Dams submerge the forest 

area but they that wasteland into greener areas. The balance of advantages clearly 

lies in favour of large dams. However, the relief and rehabilitation requires that at 

least two questions be initially answered before the project could be allowed to 

continue; was a master plan of relief and rehabilitation exercise, taking into account 

all persons who would be affected by fully completed project, prepared by the 

concerned authorities? Were all persons who were to be affected by the project 

actually rehabilitated? In fact, these are the questions which have ever remained 

unanswered! 

 

3. Internal Displacement caused by Industrial Projects  

 

India is now the second fastest growing economy in the world, and its hunger 

for energy to power this growth is enormous. The 12th Plan period, which runs from 

2012 to 2017, sets a national target of 100,000 MW installed generating capacity. 

This is double the target of the 11th Plan and aims to add as much energy in five 

years as the country has since independence.  The rapid growth in the country and 

this has been part of ‘planned development’. The liberalisation of the economy, 

growing need of infrastructure in fast cities and new partnership ventures in 

industrial sectors have undoubtedly caused heartburn in the farmers and also 

threatened traditional ways of sustenance of people. More and more agricultural land 

is being acquired for industrial purpose. 

 

The construction of first steel plant of independent India began in 1956 at 

Rourkela, in the Sundergargh district of Orissa. At the time of its selection for the 

steel plant, Rourkela was a remote tribal area inhabitated by 32 villages with 2,465 

families of which 70% were tribals. All these families turned out to be IDPs. 
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However, at present only 12,00 families are found to be rehabilitated in the two 

settlement colonies at Jalda and Jhirpani. 

 

It is noted that indigenous people are not against all development of their 

region. They offered land almost on all parts of Jharkhand for the construction of 

roads, mines, industries, and dams. But by rising up against such megaprojects, they 

have expressed their resolve to resist further displacements from their traditional 

land and their exclusion from the planning processes. The horrors of displacement 

caused by the Heavy Engineering Corporation, in Hatia(Ranchi) still haunt their 

memory. There mostly the indigenous people offered their land in the name of 

development to accommodate and engineering establishment, but they gained almost 

nothing. Other industries and dam projects have also caused huge displacements and 

these experiences have increased resentment against any further displacement.
165

 

Further, in 1967, the construction of Bhokaro Steel Plant was started and for this 

about 46 villages were acquired for the construction of the plant and the township. 

The setting up of this plant had led to the displacement of 12,487 families of which 

2,707 were tribal’s. 

 

The growth has an intensive impact on the affairs of the country. Acquisition 

of the fertile lands for industrial uses undoubtedly causes heart burn in the farmers 

and is also a serious issue by itself. People use every bit of nature, and every time 

we hear that the government has made clear a certain expanse of unused land to 

some company. 

 

For three consecutive years, the Indian economy has grown at more than 

7.5% a year. The growth matters for the ordinary people and the poor, because it 

increase their income, it creates shackles of a long tradition of oppression. 

Enriching, empowering and ultimately liberating, that how we would like to view 

growth. But for a lot of Indians, growth would mean the possession of the land on 

which they make a living. Displacement and dispossession has been continuing 

since a long back. If we analyse the past the advent of Aryan civilisation the present 
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day’s industrial development, it is the cause and effect of the pretext in search of 

survival strategies to explore and establish business and industrial development. 

This was the earlier part of the displacement. Economic development is directly 

related to the creation of infrastructure. For the developed countries the 

displacement problem is not so big due to the influence of land-man ratio. On the 

other hand, for the developing countries the displacement problem has emerged as 

an issue due to adverse land-man ratio.
166

 

 

Orissa is the first State to have the highest direct foreign investment. The 

savagery of the Ganga Nagar massacre is yet another bloody link in the chain used 

to dispossess the tribals from their land, rivers, and forests. More than 600 families 

have been driven out of their land. The project displaced people are losing faith from 

the government and companies. Both have been giving false promises to the people. 

The gap between the state governments promises and reality is huge. The state 

government had promised that the plants would create employment opportunities for 

the displaced people. Four of the 12 industries to be set up at Kalinga Nagar, 

Neelachal Ispat Nigam Ltd, Visa Steel, Mesco Steel and Jindal have started 

operation. From 87 families worked for setting up Mesco Steel Plant, only five 

people got jobs. In Neelachal Ispat Nigam only 53 people from 634 displaced 

families found employment, out of the 430 families displaced to make way for Visa 

Steel, only 42 people got jobs.
167

 

 

The Lanjigarh Project located in the South- east part of the Kalahandi district 

in Orissa, become the site of an ongoing struggle against the company and 

government establishment of Bauxite refinery. The ongoing project has so far 

displaced four villages, two completely follow partially and it may displace more in 

the future. Equally alarming is the observation how the project affected communities 

were forcibly evicted and rehabilitated. The people have been forcibly displaced by 

use of physical force by the district administration. Many have beaten up by the 

employees.
168
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Acquisition of agricultural land for industrial purposes in India is not new. 

Heavy industrialization is at the core of India’s planned development and hence 

large areas had to be acquired. The proximity to market-cum-physical infrastructure 

for location of industries means people settled by housing are displaced. While 

landowners give up land in the process of acquisition by the State, landless people 

are deprived twice, once by not getting the opportunity to work on land as 

agricultural labourers and the other by not being in the net of compensation. 

Obviously, the landless people are mainly dependent on Common Property 

Resources (CPRs) and are outside the purview of compensation of any type. The 

land area required, in turn, is directly proportional to the type of projects 

undertaken.
169

 

 

With a view to attract larger foreign investments in India, the Special 

Economic Zones (SEZs) Policy was announced in April 2000. This policy intended 

to make SEZs an engine and accelerated force for economic growth, supported by 

quality infrastructure, complemented by an attractive fiscal package, both at the 

central and state level, with minimum possible regulations. The imminent 

displacement of thousands of people and livelihoods in the countryside, where these 

SEZs are slated to come up, shall lead to lassive protests. It is worth noting that, 

while a fact sheet on SEZs on the Government of India website, give details of the 

number of approved and proposed SEZs, their land requirements as well as export 

and employment potential, there is no mention of the number of people to be 

displaced by these zones, leave alone how the government intends to attend the 

issues of displacement. The increasing role of the state as the promoter of corporate-

led economic growth is underlined by the acquisition of land for SEZs and the 

transfer of ownership of this land to “developers”. Displacement thus gets pushed to 

a private arena with compensation, potentially negotiated by the market and without 

the state’s responsibility for rehabilitation. Considering that these SEZs will acquire 

thousands of hectares of land with little regard to land ceiling provisions, with upto a 

minimum of 1000 hectares for multi-product and 100 for service sector SEZs, the 

displacement and disruption of livelihoods to be caused by SEZs and their grave 
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implications are emerging, even as the country witnesses steadfast resistance by 

peasants; and state violence and repression in West Bengal, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh 

of Maharashtra. The protest in Singur in West Bengal by affected farmers, due to the 

Steel Plant and Port – Erasama Block, Kujang Tehsil, Jagatsinghpur District, Orissa 

and Displacement and destruction of livelihoods in Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh 

due to SEZ and expansion of Port are some burning examples of absence of R&R 

policy.
170

 

 

So, dams, mining industries and other developmental like SEZs projects have 

displaced people from their homestead and the total number of displaced and 

affected people runs into millions. Between 60 and 65 million people are estimated 

to have been displaced in India since Independence, the highest number of people 

uprooted for development projects in the world. In India, “This amounts to around 

one million displaced every year since Independence,” says a report released in 2012 

by the UN Working Group on Human Rights in India (WGHR). “Of these displaced, 

over 40 per cent are tribals and another 40 percent consist of dalits and other rural 

poor”.
171

 

 

The need to avoid such large scale displacement, particularly of tribals and in 

case of unavoidable displacement, their ultimate resettlement and rehabilitation has 

become central issues of the developmental process itself. The failure of 

rehabilitation and resettlement (R&R) of the project affected families (PAFs) of the 

big dams can be attributed to many factors, which are sometimes under the control 

of project management and sometimes beyond their control. The different factors 

responsible for poor state of rehabilitation includes; poor planning of the project, 

poor data base, insufficient allotment of fund on R&R by a technical persons who 

has no insight for the problem, lack of participation of Projects Affected Families 

(PAFs) and improper Rehabilitation and Resettlement (R&R) policy, its planning 

and implementation.
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The creation of SEZ is said to violate many legal provisions. The main legal 

provisions which this Act is said to violate are; 

 

i) It violates the letter and spirit of the Indian Constitution. 

ii) It overrides the fundamental rights of the citizen. 

iii) Relaxation/ inapplicability of many labor laws (including under the 

Industrial Disputes Act,  

      Contract Labor Act, Factories Act, Minimum Wages Act etc). 

iv) Environment Protection Act is inapplicable to SEZs. No environment 

clearance is needed.  

      The Violates Panchayats (Extension to Schedule Areas) Act, 1996 for local 

self government.
173

 

 

The model of industrialisation is described by the critics as corporate 

industrialisation which would lead to displacement of a large number of farmers, 

deprive them of their only source of livelihood, generate little employment for the 

displaced, threaten food security of the country., give rise to acquisition of land at 

low prices by corporate developers, generate root of inequality in the society along 

with a massive loss of public revenue with negative implications for social sector 

spending especially public spending for weaker sections. Due intensive public 

debate and opposition to this policy, there are continuous changes in the 

development of world class infrastructure within SEZs. The success of the Chinese 

experience for development of export oriented units in SEZs has been cited as 

reason for developing them in India to give a big push to industrial development in 

the country.
174

 

 

4. Internal Displacement caused by Parks, Wildlife Sanctuaries 

 

Escalating conservation threats have in recent years given greater popular 

currency to the idea of creating 'inviolate' or 'people-free' zones, where natural 

processes can play out without 'human disturbances'. This idea of 'preservation via 
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displacement' is the most extreme version of the dominant conservation paradigm of 

'fortress' or exclusionary conservation. In this article, I shall argue that even though 

the policies and processes flowing from this paradigm are likely to produce 

positive conservation outcomes for some Protected Areas, historically the livelihood 

outcomes for the displaced people have not been as positive. A range of factors-

historical, political and socioeconomic-usually prevent local communities living 

inside Protected Areas from exercising their rights effectively to resist forced 

displacement, or from accessing proper compensation and rehabilitation benefits 

after relocation. In India and elsewhere, examples of successful resettlement and 

rehabilitation of households affected by conservation-induced displacement are rare, 

and unfulfilled promises and reduced livelihood security after relocation continue to 

be the norm.
175

 

 

The issue of displacement and rehabilitation of people from wildlife areas is 

a recurrent and central theme in the context of crises in nature conservation in India. 

Few are aware of the older antecedents of widespread dislocation of resident peoples 

during the founding of National Parks in the USA or the establishment of India’s 

Reserved Forests, though both date back to the late nineteenth century. The 

displacement of people who herded, gathered forest products or cultivated land was 

a central feature of twentieth century nature conservation in southern and eastern 

Africa and India, though the drama played out at different times and in different 

ways. Displacement, carried out to enhance levels of nature protection, has often 

been accompanied by impoverishment and dispossession of the displaced. In fact, 

few would argue with the contention that the sequestering of land for preservation 

has more often than not, occurred at the expense of local inhabitants, especially 

those who were displaced.
176

 

 

India is one of the countries where the issue of relocation has lately acquired 

centre-stage in debates on biodiversity conservation. Between 1969 and 2001, the 
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area under National Parks and Sanctuaries in India grew tenfold, to five per cent of 

the total landscape. Only a small part of this land was cleared of all human 

habitation, yet it is a central point of conflict and a critical aspect of policy. While 

displacement from Tiger Reserves in India since 1973 may have officially affected 

80 villages and 2900 families, the actual numbers may be far higher. The recent 

Tiger Task Force Report calls for priority to be given to relocation from the core 

areas of the Tiger Reserves while calling for a transparent, just and open process of 

decision-making.
177

 

 

Notwithstanding the magnitude of people's dependence on PAs in India and 

the growing intensity of human-wildlife conflicts across the country, conservation 

research in India has not engaged adequately with the complexity of this issue. A 

notable exception is the Tiger Task Force Report of 2005, which highlights that the 

wildlife-rich areas of India also happen to be, economically, among the poorest, and 

populated by the most marginalised Adivasi communities. This strong overlap 

between conservation and livelihood issues in India, and the resultant human-

wildlife conflicts, underlie some of the most acrimonious debates on conservation 

issues in India.
178

 

The steady rise in the number and geographical coverage of PAs in India has 

been accompanied by a rise in the number of conservation refugees-people who 

have been displaced as a consequence of conservation programmes. The nature of 

human impacts on PAs is the subject of much debate between those who advocate 

continued use of forest resources by local communities and those who argue for 

creation of 'inviolate zones'. The case for people's relocation from PAs (in India and 

elsewhere) has been built explicitly or implicitly on the hypothesis that human use 

of their resources causes their degradation over time. This hypothesis postulates that 

people and wildlife cannot coexist, therefore, if natural areas are to be safeguarded, 

people will have to be removed (displaced forcibly or relocated voluntarily) from 

these. For instance, it is estimated that long-term conservation of the tiger in India 

requires 'increasing the area that supports demographically viable tiger populations 

to at least one-third of the estimated potential tiger habitats in India (about 
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100,000sq.km)'.
179

 

 

However, in most cases of conservation-induced displacement that have been 

documented by researchers, it was found that the decision to displace people was 

high on rhetoric and low on facts. There are few examples anywhere in the world 

where site-specific studies were carried out a priori for quantifying the threat to a PA 

from the local population, alternative solutions were discussed and discarded, and 

conclusively established that human populations were the single most important 

threat and human displacement the most viable solution.
180 

 

 

After decades of following the exclusionist or 'fortress' approach to 

conservation, it is increasingly recognised that this is a serious lapse. For instance, 

the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) challenged the 

'fortress' model as early as 1980, in its World Conservation Strategy, and argued in 

favour of Integrated Conservation and Development Programmes, with active 

participation of local communities in conservation. However, dissatisfaction with 

the actual results obtained from such programmes across the world has fed back into 

strengthening the appeal of the exclusionary 'fortress' paradigm in conservation 

practice.
181

  

 

Despite the large number of already displaced people worldwide, by 'fortress' 

conservation strategies, or people facing displacement risks in the near future, 

displacement from PAs is generally a highly under-researched subject in India and 

South Asia. There are few rigorous studies on the phenomenon from the 

sociological, anthropological, historical, political, economic or ecological 

perspectives, and fewer still that look at inter-disciplinary linkages. A review of the 

existing literature on conservation-induced displacement has found that there are 

only 17 in-depth studies of resettlement of indigenous people from PAs worldwide. 
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Moreover, not a single such study exists for India, while only one such study has 

been conducted (for Nepal) in all of South Asia.
182 

 

 

A preliminary attempt at quantifying conservation-induced displacement has 

been made in 2005, by the Government of India's Tiger Task Force, which estimates 

that since the inception of Project Tiger in the 1970s, a total of 80 villages and 2,904 

families (and 46,341 livestock) have been relocated from different tiger reserves. 

The report also estimates that around 1,590 families have been relocated during the 

same period from non-Project Tiger PAs. This article provides one of the first 

attempts in India to compare and contrast conservation-induced displacement 

experiences from two areas. It is based on detailed, field-based studies in these PAs, 

which take into account both ecological and livelihood aspects, with a view to 

deriving key policy lessons on the viability of the 'preservation via dislocation' 

strategy for the conservation of large carnivores. 

 

Displacement for conservation became a norm only in the early 1970s. Prior 

to that, there was some displacement in the Sariska Wildlife Sanctuary in Rajasthan 

as well as of a Maldhari settlement or ness in the Gir Forest. But the first time there 

was a coordinated relocation drive to secure the habitat of endangered mammals was 

in the Kanha Park in Madhya Pradesh. The village of Supkhar was relocated to open 

up living space for the central Indian barasingha. In an ambitious bid, nearly 500 

families of buffalo-herding Maldharis were moved out of a core zone of the Gir 

Forest. While there were differences on the exact relationship of their cattle to the 

vegetation and different ungulate species, the move did reduce the levels of lion 

predation on domestic stock. Displacement has since become an important objective 

of park managers in several states. It was often funded by federal government under 

schemes like Project Tiger launched in 1973. Such relocation was undertaken in 

Ranthambhore, Rajasthan and Bandipur, Karnataka, and once more, on a larger 

scale than in the past in Kanha, Madhya Pradesh.
183

 

 

The social and economic impacts of such relocation were not documented in 

the early phase. It first attracted attention of journalists and only subsequently of 
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sociologically-oriented researchers. Problems in social terms were well illustrated by 

a researcher who was told by Maldharis in the new settlements how the fat content 

of the milk was worse outside the forest. Deprived of adequate pasture, they were 

the victims of conservation-induced displacement. Recent field studies are just 

beginning to reveal the contours of deprivation and social injustice that have resulted 

from displacements from PAs. Social scientists and anthropologists point to the 

extreme marginalisation and impoverishment that often results from village 

displacement, particularly in developing countries where governance systems tend to 

be ineffective and enforcement mechanisms are weak. In India, there is as yet no full 

length study of conservation-related displacement that can compare with those in 

eastern or southern Africa.  

 

In Tanzania and South Africa, cases of forceful eviction of pastoral peoples 

from game reserves are becoming increasingly common. The oustees most often 

belong to marginalised ethnic groups further exacerbate the social impacts. A 

pioneering long-term study of relocation from Kuno Wildlife Sanctuary in India, for 

example, shows that relocation has had a highly adverse impact on the livelihoods 

and lives of the displaced people. The exercise was unsatisfactory with respect to 

several aspects such as identification of suitable land for resettlement, assistance to 

tide over uncertain agricultural output and incomes during the transition period and 

provision of alternatives to resources previously available from forests. On the 

whole, there was little attention to ensuring livelihood security of people moved to 

an alien socio-technological environment, which led to severe impoverishment and 

destitution. The adverse effects were especially severe as the people concerned 

belonged to an economically marginal community, the Sahariyas that depended 

heavily on forest produce for both nutrition and incomes. In 2004, many displaced 

villagers attempted to move back to the Kuno Sanctuary facing risk of starvation in 

their resettlement sites.
184 

 

 

In Kuno in central India as was the case with the Gir Forest, Gujarat, the 

displaced persons were mainly or wholly from marginal social groups. The Sahariya 

Scheduled Tribes in the former or the Maldhari pastoralists in the latter were 
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historically at the bottom of the pyramid of power. Their displacement and 

impoverishment are only one aspect of a continuing assertion of power, in this case 

by the Forest Department over their land and lives. In Bhadra Wildlife Sanctuary in 

Karnataka, southern India for example, the forest management was able to secure 

fertile agricultural land for almost all displaced persons and a household relief 

package that cost four times as much as the norm. Although independent evaluations 

are still needed, the instance of Bhadra does suggest that a sensitive approach on the 

part of forest managers coupled with sustained engagement with the needs and 

aspirations of displaced persons can be relatively more successful in rehabilitating 

people’s livelihoods in new socioeconomic milieus.
185

 

 

Village relocation has clearly emerged as an important issue in conservation 

that needs to be examined far more closely than it has been in the past. Public 

discussion of this critical conservation issue has recently expanded a development 

that can lead to increased transparency and accountability on the part of forest 

managers and other concerned officials. While scientists and forest managers need 

to be sensitised to the socio-economic and cultural needs of resident peoples, so do 

social scientists require understanding of the ecological requirements of endangered 

species. Such sensitisation has to be coupled with coordinated engagement of social 

scientists, biologists and forest managers on such critical questions as whether, how 

and where to relocate. Arbitrary and unjust displacement without a care for the 

aspirations of those who are moved is not only ethically unacceptable. It also goes 

against the grain of a more effective approach to nature conservation.  

 

5. Internal Displacement caused by Urbanisation 

 

With urban growth rates exceeding 6% annually, according to the UN figure, 

by the year 2025 more than two billion people will be living in large cities of more 

than one million inhabitants. As Michael Cerena has noted, “In cities such as Sao 

Paolo, Lagos, Douala, Rabat, Shanghai, or Mexico City, massive investments in 

infrastructure for transportation, re-housing, sanitation and other services are 

needed, and will be increasingly needed, for improving living standards and 
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economic expansion. Such urban investment will in evidently entail further land 

acquisition and involuntary displacement.”
186

 

 

Urban development and infrastructure project already are a principal cause of 

development induced displacement worldwide and the trend is likely to 

accelerate.examples of involuntary displacement due to urban development and 

infrastructure projects from around the world include the following; 

 

In Madagascar, a World Bank funded urban development project displaced a 

total of 2,341 households in urban areas and resettled them in Antanarivo Plain. A 

follow up study found that only three of the households settled at the intended 

permanent settlement sites and concluded that a substantial proportion of the 

displaced households have been made worse off by resettlement. 

 

In Brazil, police used tear gas, rubber bullets and nightstick on May 19, 2000 

to evict an estimated 2,000 squatters from homes that they occupied for 17 years in 

Sao Paolo. None were given relocation assistance following the eviction.
187

 

In the Dominican Republic between 1986 and 1992 at the height of the 

nation’s urban renewal campaign, about 30,000 families in Santo Domingo were 

evicted from their homes. Though the numbers have decreased, evicted continues. 

The most unprotected group in the Dominican Republic continues to be Haitians or 

Dominicans of Haitian descent, particularly women.
188

 

 

In Burma (Mayanmar), the State Peace and Development Council have 

carried out numerous evictions of “squatters” in the name of urban development and 

beautification. According to US Department reports, an estimated 500,000 residents 

of Rangoon were removed from their homes often to break up anti-government 

strongholds in the city and relocated to satellite settlements outside the city. An 

earlier report from the UN Centre for Human Settlement (UN-Habitat) estimated 

that about 1.5 million people nationwide had been relocated, half of them from four 

cities of Rangoon, Mandalay, Bago, and Taunggyl. This ‘massive social engineering 
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exercise’ involved 4% of the entire population and 16% of Burma’s urban 

population.
189

 

 

In Phillipines, the Urban Poor Association (UPA), local NGOs estimated that 

165,000 families have been evicted nationwide. In Metro Manila, UPA reported that 

6,059 people had been forcibly evicted in 2000, of which only 1,342 families had 

received relocation assistance. Most of the evictions were related to government 

infrastructure projects.
190

 

 

In India, urbanization induced displacement is much larger in intensity than 

the involuntary displacement caused due to setting up of industrial/ infrastructure 

projects. However, displacement due to urbanization go largely unnoticed except for 

few reports in newspapers because much of the land are sold out “voluntarily” by 

the owners, or are surrendered under threats from builders/ mafia. In addition, many 

local governments declare green lands close to city boundaries as ‘urban sable’ lands 

which are then utilised by municipalities, housing boards or development authorities 

for urban use. The depletion of agriculture lands due to induced urbanisation is a 

distinct phenomenon which surpasses the effects of ‘involuntary displacement’ 

caused by urbanisation.
191

 

 

Slum demolition in Delhi and the new land use on the evacuated sites have 

been contributing to the reconstructing of the urban space in the capital. Despite its 

initial states good intention to integrated people with low incomes into the urban 

fabric, the public policy or urban planning and housing implemented by the Delhi 

Development Authorities (DDA) failed to meet the demand of the poorest section of 

the population. Thus, the latter resorted to informal habitat, and had no option but to 

occupy vacant lands, essentially public land, where they self constructed makeshift 

housing or jhuggi- jhompri. Further, the massive evictions along the banks of the 

Yamuna River where the argument of polluting the river was utilised by the Delhi 
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High Court to justify the removal of all slum clusters led to displacement of 

3,00,000 residents of Yamuna Pashtu. 

 

Around Mumbai city, in the late 1960s, City and Industrial Development 

Corporation (CIDCO) plans affected more than 90 villages during the setting up of 

the Navi Mumbai Township. Now the Maharashtra government proposes to take 

over the lands of five villages for creating another mega city close to Navi Mumbai. 

Through the earnings from creating this new mega- city, the State Governments 

expects to finance another ongoing roadways project- The Mumbai- Pune Super 

Express Highway, which itself has displaced several hundred families. 

 

The depletion of agriculture lands due to induced urbanization is a distinct 

phenomenon which surpasses the effects of ‘involuntary displacement’ caused by 

infrastructure/ industrial projects. However, there is no authentic data to gauge its 

intensity and also to know how much of such land is transferred voluntarily by 

farmers and how much is forcibly appropriated by interest groups. NGOs also do not 

show much interest in bringing out the dangerous effects of such depleting 

agricultural lands due to ‘induced urbanization’. It is closely interlinked with the 

‘model of development’, which separates people from their communities and 

traditional sources of sustenance.
192

 

 

G. A Sum-Up 

 

For every person internally displaced there are 25 million different stories for 

their displacement. Every year, hundreds and thousands of people all across the 

world are forced from the safety of their homes to other places. They tend to take 

refuge with family or friends or in camps with the hope to find safety, food and 

shelter. 

 

Armed conflict, relocation, and communal violence, natural and ecological 

disasters, systematic violations of human rights, as well as traditionally recognised 

sources of persecution combine to produce these massive movements within State 
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borders. These groups of people are vulnerable sue to their peculiar position and 

hence the Internally Displaced Women and Children suffer continuous violation of 

basic human rights and their humanitarian needs go unmet. 

 

The response of the international fraternity to the problems faced by the 

internally displaced women and children is views from the post- cold war era in 

which long-suppressed ethnic and religious conflicts have been unleashed in many 

parts of the world. This caused greater willingness on the part of the international 

community to address these problems and to try to evolve for the internally 

displaced women and children’s standard and mechanism on similar basis to those 

that assist and protect refugees. 

 

The need to identify and assist the population affected by internal 

displacement had raised the issue of definition. Many a time there have been 

confusion with respect to defining internally displaced women and children as the 

authorities were not clear as to what should be included in the definition. For e.g. 

some oppose the definition’s inclusion of ‘natural disasters’. There are those who 

would like to see the definition broadened to include ‘development projects’ that 

cause displacement. All these points were discussed and a working definition 

finalised. The adoption of a definition, it was felt, would facilitate the gathering of 

statistics and other data on internally displaced women and children. 

 

There is a need to distinguish between the IDPs and refugees, though at 

times they have much in common. The distinction is that crossing an international 

border turns IDPs into a refugee. To some, this is an arbitrary distinction which tries 

to limit the applicability of refugee law to IDPs. It is enormous consequence, as a 

displaced person’s presence in a country other than recognised under international 

law. 

 

It is emphasised that in the need to establish a comprehensive framework for 

the protection of IDPs, one should not undermine the obligations in the existing 

human rights and refugee law, in particular the right to seek asylum from 

‘persecution’ and to ‘non refoulment’. Generally speaking, the protection derived 

from refugee law in so far within the borders of their own countries and the causes 
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of their displacement are not always identical to those of refugees. Hence, to extent 

the refugee law of IDPs would extent only partial protection. 

 

It is felt that the problem of displacement is in a form developing country 

with acute problem of nation-building; crisis of national identity and unity, limited 

capacity for economic productivity and resource distribution and of course 

development which tends to displace the maximum. Not only international legal 

standards but also national laws are critically important to remedy the gross 

violations of human rights that emanate from different forms of displacement. 

Causes of development induced displacement included dams and irrigation projects, 

urbanization, mining, wildlife sanctuaries. Not only is development induced 

displacement a widespread and growing phenomena, but evidence suggests that 

while beneficiaries of development are numerous, the costs are being borne 

disproportionately by the poorest and most marginalised population. 

 

There are many people displaced by development projects than there are 

refugees. It is an irony that the millions displaced by development project do not 

have an adequate protection regime. The displaced people face permanent poverty 

and end up being politically and socially marginalised. Many of them drift into 

urban slum and become part of that increasing population. 

 

In this globalised world, addressing the human rights abuses of IDPs and 

also addressing development failures that force so many millions to leave their 

homes remains an immense challenge. The need to respect for the rights of uprooted 

population is essential if prevention and protection efforts are to be effective. 

Simultaneously greater corporation between many political, humanitarian and 

development actor is needed. 

 

The internally displace women and children remain under the control of 

national authorities, unlike refugees. They do not receive the assistance and 

protection of the international community. Overwhelmingly, they live under the 

adverse conditions of a hostile domestic environment, where the access to protection 

and assistance is constrained by national sovereignty. 
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